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ommunists 1,3,7 Cities Taking Ste ps To Halt Rush Hour
orm Eight Sn.,And General Pa rking Conditions
ation Army
-Moscow 41, —Eight

Commuist
nations of Europe
today
agreed to create an east German
Communist army.
They also decided to form an
European military anilineo if
the West rearms West Germany..
The agreement was signed by
the Soviet Union and the seven
Cimmunist
nations of
Eastern
Eiirope- attending the- Rao:Inn/sponsored European Security Conlerence. They are East Germany,
Poland. Romania, Balgaria, Albania, Czechoslovakia and Hungary.
. Red China's observer at the candcrence, in an address to the final
4ession, voiced the approval at' the
Peiping government of the joint
declaration and "its complete sup A for the measures to be taken."
The conference, called by the
/Kremlin with an invitation toWestt in nations to attend, had been
billed originally as an alternative
la the West's project for rearming
.:West Germany' and creatiag a
Western European union.
The Western powers destined
Russia's invitation to attend and
!boycotted the conference.
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15 Die In Train
Wreck In England
LOUVAIN, _Belgium ;P
- An
express train carrying German
ains home from an England-German soccer malls pluliged off an
embankment early today.
Police reported 15 deid and at
lemet 30 persons hospitalised.
Firemen used acetylene torchee
to cut through the wreckage lad
rescue (hares of person; taaPP198
attn tate crushed rant
The train was ore of seven apemats crammed with football fans
returning hame from Landon The
team itemf was on another train.
The first three cars plunged over
a 12-foot bank when the train derailed.
The fleet of fire engines, irnbulanme aed palm cars arrived
while hundreds 4 Germans were
battering into the coaches to rescue those who had been trapped.
Mari Bader. one of the survivors,
said wreckage and glass stretchsd
over hundreds of yards.
•I was trapped 20 minutes listening to the screams while blood
dripped from • cut on my nose.'
he said. "I saw the bodies of the
driver and the fireman ly:ng in the
wreckage of the locomotive."
The scene of the wreck was
alongside the Dyle River 15 miles
east of Brussel.- where invading
Germans met the trapped British.
French and Belgium armies in
1940 in ane of ths, great battles of
the war. The ancient city was rebuilt after the first war with gifts
from America only to be destroyed
in 1940.
The wreck was eight miles outside Louvain_ Rescue crews gat
them half an hour after the train
Careened
off the traak. Ambulances shuffled back and forth to
the two hospiails at Louvain
where hurriedly -mobilized doctors,
nurses and tried:cal students from
the cittas ancient university worked
in operatind rooms and hallways
The dragster marred the biggest
cross channel migration to a sporting event since World War II.
More than 12,000 Germans were
aboard the seven special trains
and 500 more traveled aboard an
airlift of 16 planes

The horse
•
aggy era ended
when Henry
*gen turning
out low-priced
aamobiles. But
grandpa made beater time with
Old Dobbin than a motorist today
who
tries to thread his
way
through a downtown rush-hour
traffic snarl. This is the second
in a series on the enormous traffic jam in America.) cities and
what they are doing about it.

ROBERT

By
ZIMMERMAN
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK rta —The traffic
jam in American cities is goat to
get worse before it gets better.
Almost every city of any size
has hired traffic engineers and
budgeted millions of dollars to
break up the congestion of cars
and trucks on busy streets. But
the postwar rise in motor vechicle
ownershsp has such a head start
on the traffic planners It may be
years before their efforts begin
to pay off
By this time next year there are
expected to be at least 2 million
more cars and trucks on the road.
A survey of 10 major cares
shows that almost all of them have
acute traffic problems but engineers speak in terms of five. ten
or even 20 years when it come to
getting in the clear
Mayor Eric }foyer of Minneopolia admits that driving elowntown
In his city is "something like a
merry-go-round."
city
But his
engineer. Hugo Erickseda figures
the proposed network of expressways to alleviate the congeitian
will take five years to plan :aid
20 years to construct.
Federal-State Aid
In Minneapolis and most cities
'the problem involves not only time
hut- -money_ Meyer estimates the

No Censure
For Churchill

LONDON Ile —Prime Mireieter
Winston Churchill appeared safe
from censure today on his 'Germans
versus Romans"
speech,
but one of London's biggest newspapers demanded to know if he
would "stay in power until he
drops down dead."
Churchill confessed in the House
of Commons Wednesday that his
memora may have failed him last
week when he said in a speech
he had ordered captured guns be
stacked for use by the defeated
Germans against- the Russians in
1945 if the Soviets continued their
advance into Western Europe.
Parliamentary obseivers said it
Wal most unlikely that a censure
motion would be. introduced against Churchill in Commons The
Laborites seemed content not to
press their advantage after hearfrig the Prime Minister's remarkable expression of "regrets."
But the London Daily Mirror,
which has a circulation of 4.500,000, followed up Churchill's apology with one of the fiercest attacks
by any British newspaper in years
against a prime minister.
hits
-Sir
Winston
Churchill
turned rejoicing over his POth
to alarm and
birthday
Manley
about his failing powers," the
Mirror said -What a tragedy that
this man whose noble career was
spent in the service of his country
should be reduced to such a fardal performance in the House
of Commons"
"How can our affairs be left any
longer in the hands of a man
whose memory fails him on vital
issues" the Mirror asked.
The Mirror spoke of Consereative newspapers which defended
him and asked. "Are they n
going to tell us yet again taat
Churchill should stay in power
until he drops down deadtThe middle of the road Times.
the Laborite Daily Herald ani the
Communist Daily Worker also atOrpi Live
tacked Churchill but did not mention his age.
WEATHER
tar
The Conservative Daily TeleKentin ky. Min today. high 40
graph defended him and said that
to 45. Fair tonight. low 22 to 26 former
prime minister Clement
slightly milder in afterneon
Attlee used Japanese troops the
--same year in Indonesia to fight
TEMPERATURES
local rebel bands which
ware
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JAILED AGAIN
GLA.STONBURY, Conn.
—
Sheriff Donald H. Potter thanked
Democratic delegates who renominated
him 'lot
another four
years in lair'

cost of the Minneapolis Expressway program at more than 60million dollars and believss the
federal
and state
governments
should help bear the expense.
The cost of revamping traffic
arteries in or near a city is far
greater than highway construction
In rural areas. It cost Boston 58million dollars to complete one
mile of an eight-mile circular
that will carry
"belt"
traffic
around the crowded part of the
city.
At that, engineers say the expense is les-s than it would be to
try to widen the narrow Boston
streets, some of which are only
eight feet wide in places.
The 20-city survey showed the
most popular, and also the cheapest, steps to improve the flow of
downtown traffic has been the
designation of one-way strests and
the banning of parking in /mann
areas.
Another technique explored as

U.S. Loses Peep
Hole In
Russia
By CHARLES M. M(('ANN
United Press Staff Ceirreepondent
Western experts on am-et Russia have lost a "peep hole' into the
way things are going inede the
Kremlin
For years, they had watched
closely the order of precedence in
which top-ranking Russian leaders
were listed when they attended
°Erdal functions — celebrations,
congresses, parades, funerals 4nd
even opera premieres.
The frequent shifting in tha
ranking of the top men gave M •
experts—or the experts thiught
did — an indication of develon
ments in the never-ceasing. doseat-dog struggle for power which
is a normal part of life in a Communist heir archy.
But for the last six months, the
names of the big men in the
Kremlin have been listed accorting to the Hussain Cy tlic alphabet
Two Reasee. Ter Chaser
This
happened
before.
once
shortly after the death of Josef
Stalin. Then the alphabetical listing was soon dropped. This time,
advices from London saa'. the experts believe the alphabetical listing may continue for a long time.
There are two suggestions as to
the reason for the change.
One is that the }amnia is trying to build up the idea if "collective leadership- in contest to the
iron one-man rule of Stain.
The other is that important
changes in relative power may be
in progress.
In the alphabetical lusting, Premier Georia M. Matenkov minks
fourth. Foreign Minister VyacheSiaV M. Molotov. who 'is nominally
the No. 2 man in the atavernment.
comes sixth. Nikita S. Khruschev,
first secretary of the Russtan Communist Party, ranks ninth.
Malenkov, of course is the No. I
man. It has long been apparent
that Krushahev, nominally listed
behind Molotov.. in Na. 2
May leld For Pewee
Kruschev is a ruthless, ambitious man. He has risen rapidly
on the Kremlin totem pole
There are indications that some
day, with his control of the Communist Party machine, Khrushchev may make a bid for power.
Stalin. as head of the Communist
Party. was Russia's dictator for
years before he made himself
Prime Mmister.
That could happen in Khrushchest's case. He is thrusting himself forward mora and more.It
was Khrushchev. ont Molotov, who
went to Peiping for the recent
Russian- Chinese conference. It
was noted that at the Nov. 7 reception, in celebrittion of the anniversary of the Bolshevik revolotion. Kheushchev busied himself
in long talks with Frenrh Ambassador 'mud Joe and Yugoslav
Ambassador Dobrivoje Vidic He
was much more prominent than
Molotov among the foreign diplomats.
There is no way to tell how
things are going in the Kremitn.
But the experts seem to feel that
Moscow has played them a mean
trick by abolish ng the totem-p ae
method of listing ti leaders,
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some cities has involved publicity
campaigns to encourage car owners to leave their cars at home
and use buses and trolleys to go
downtown.
Cities Tackle Problems
Here are some of the typical
traffic control projects under way
in various cities:
Pittsburgh: Traffic. and parking
given top priority in $1.500,000,000
ri development
program
darted
five years aeo. Penn-Lincoln l'arkway, a 27-mile expressway for
east-west through traffic, neagly
complete at cost of 100-million
dollars. Construction started on he
first uf two double-deck ondges to
carry traffic out of the congested
n Triangle" business sitstric
Philadelphia: Traffic flow improved through use of electronic
control system which , timed stop
lights to correspond with racing
and falling traffic loads. Schwakill Expressway planned to maned downtown area with Pennsylvania Turnpike. New bridge across
the Delaware River ',via eseep
New Jersey-bound cars out oast
downtown area.
Los Angeles: Motor vehicle registration here is higher than that
In any U.S. city. Traffic prablem
partially whipped by construction
center of city to suburban arms
Jams up to an hour in dared in
still occur at either end of theme
freeways.
Boston: First segment of 416million dollar "belt" highway encircling city opened last month.
New York. A 4.600-foot bridge
has been proposed to span the
"narrows" between' Brooklyn and
Staten Island in New York Harbor.
aerate
elevated highways
Two
Manhattan also planned
Broadway, the famous "Greet WInte
Way- of show business. may
8ea4ared" ont-etad street. -a

Methodist Youth
Group To Meet
The regular meeting of the
Methodist
Murray
Sub-District
Youth Fellowship will be held at
the Hazel Methodist Church next
Saturday night Dec. 4th. at 7 00
o'clock
This meeting is being
held at this time in connect' ri
with the M.Y.F. Christian Mission that is to be held in the
Paris District of the Methodist
Church Dec. 3rd. through the ath.
All of those who attend are
asked to please bring sandwiches
or any othei form of food to be
used in the fellowship meal that
is to be had immediately following
the business session. The lay
Sub-District will furnish • the refreshments with the meal.

Little Betty
Ann Smith
Passes Away
Little Betty Ann Smith, twelve
year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Denny P. Smith of 113 Nara
7th street, passed away at 6:00
o'clock this morning atter an ill
ness of only ,five days.
Her death was attributed to a
heart condition and complicatams
Betty Ann was known by many
people or Murray and the county,
and although she suffered from R
condition carried since her birth.
she never let it interfere with her
activity* She
was exceptionally
intelligent
and
partidpated
,n
many activities.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church and the Comorl
Choir at that church. She was s
member of the Sunday !Wheal
class of Mrs. Clayburn Jones, and
the Baptist Training Union.
She was in the seventh grade a:
Faxon school.
Survivors include her parents;
one sister Brenda Smith of Lam
renceville. Illinois' grandparents,
Mrs Florence Johnson of Murray
and Mr Jim Smith r,f Murray
route three; and -a- -monhee
uncles, aunts and cousins
The funeral arrangemerts are incomplete. however Ea. 11
C
Chiles will ofaciate. The body will
be at her home . until the funeral
hour and burial will be in ths
city cemetery.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

Vol. LXR-V No. 285

Changes Are Announced By
Board Of Peoples Bank
Several changes have been announced by the board of directors
of the Peoples Bank, according
to a release today.
Dr. Hugh L. Houston has been
elected as chairman of the Board
of the bank. Dr. C. H. Jones,
former chairman, announced his
retirement recently.
H. Glenn Doran, who has held
the position of executive vicepresident of the bank, was eleeied
as president.
Carl B. Kingins, former cashier
was named a director rd vicepresident.
Both Mr. Doran and 'Mr. Yin-

guns have been with the bank
during the past seven years, and
under their leadership the 'conk
has more than doubled Its r.isets.
When Doran joined the Peoples
Bank in 1948 he was Considered
as one of the youngest bank executives in the United States. He
received his Bachelor of Business
Administration degree at Tulane
University and a Master of BusiAdministration from
ness
Ohio
State with a major in banking and
finance.
He served three years in the
Navy receiving a commission as
an ensign in the supply corps.
He is a director in six local
corporations, a steward :n the
Methodist Church and a member
of the Murray Rotary Club. He
is also a member of the Young
Business
the
Men's Club and
American Legion.
SCRANTON. Pa.'
He is president of the Kentucky
— The
government moved today to set a Lake Aberdeen-Angus Assciallon,
trial date for three convicts inTHESE CATS probably were pretty tired of it all when this photo
dicted for the slaying of William
was made In Albany, N Y'. Neighbors said the cats had been ap
W. Remington an Lewisburg Panthere on the telephone equipment all day. Probably some dogitentia ry.
gone canine V. responsible.
(2aterestittorsa4S
U. S Attorney J Julius Levy
said he hoped the three convicts
could be brought to trial "around
Jan II or 12." He said the- government will demand the death penalty for the prisoners if a "fall
and complete" study of- the records
Of the case indicates aremeditatarn.
Levy said the trial date would
BERLIN, N. H. aa —The wreckrge of a Northeast Airline-s plane
be "consistent with the rights of
which (Mashed Tuesday with seven
the defendants and the -ghslernment
-persons aboard was found today
to meet the ends of justice as
WASHINGTON
fln
—The Unttel speedily as possible."
on a snow-covered , mountain-sile
States,
not
its
allies,
will be the
and a radio report said there stere
The three convicts were indicted
first
victim of all-out
five survivors.
atomic on a general charge of murder
attea
l
k
if
Russia
starts a war. Gen.
The Civil Aeror.autics AdminisWednesday by a federal grand
tration, which intercepted the Isi- Benjamin w Childlaw told a may- jury recalled
from. recess The conors'
conference here today.
dro report from one of the search
H. Glenn Doran
victs indicted were Lewis Cagle of
names, said the most egarerely in-, Chadlaw. chief of the new Con- Chatanooga.
Tenn.,
a
17-year-old
Doran is merriest to the former
lured survivor, pilot Peter Carey, tinental Air Defense Command,
delinquent
who
WRS Anne
said midi an
Joneabarn,
Franklin
of
aerial ringlausta juvenile
was evacuated by helicopter.
scheduled
to
be
released
from Arkansas They have three childCarey, 37. of Swampscott, Maas.. could mean -100 pinpointed minprison
next Monday: Robert Cart ren. Patricia, Glenda and Harold..
was removed to Berlin Airport and utes of atomic hell on earth ' to
Parker, 21, Washington, It C.. and
Carl B. ICIngins was a succesthen to a hospital The helicopter the 100 biggeet cities represented
George Junior McCoy, 34, Grundy, sful west rude farmer and later
then returned to the wreckage on at the conference
Those who know the masters Vs
the
worked
as field man for
Old Baldy, a 3.690-foot peak. for
of the Kremlin for the realists they
Remington. 37, a former $10.000 Murray Milk Company for five
the others.
Northeast Airlines said at Bos- are know they would never make a year government economist, al- years. He served as Sheriff of
ton two persons were killed, co- the mistake now et engaging our legedly was beaten by the three Calloway County for eight years,
pilot George McCormick. 37, and allies first and leaving us alane men with a piece of brick wrap- having the distinction of being
dispatcher John McNulty. 39, both to come in when ready," he said ped in a sock as he slept in his the only mah to have ever served
of Boston. McNulty previously had "Instead in my humble opinion we honor cell Nov. 22. He died two two terms in this office In 1918
been reported alive by an airborne stand the most likely chance of clays later from a fracmmed skull he was appointed supervisor for
being hit all-out in a mighty email despite an emergency
Administration.
spottei
operation in the Federal Crop
The twin-engine DC3, brokan in blow as their first act of aggres- the prison hospital. The FBI said -Re was also employed ny the
Farm Security Administration and
half with its tail hanging over a sion."
robbery was the motive.
the Farmers Home Administrasharp cliff, was sighted at C 29
Address /33 City Chief'
tion, serving as loan officer.
a m EST by a search plane.
Childlaw's audience included 173
In 1948 he accepted a position
The evacuation Was carried on mayors of cities
of more than 75 at the Peoples Bank as assistant
by helicopter even- though the 000 population
and city managers
year later he was
cashier. A
crash scene was within three- of 60 others
of similar size. They
promoted to cashier. He is marriel
quarters of a mile of a road.
were here for briefings on security
ground rescue
Two
missions problems such as
Oliver Cherry and Hall Mc- to the former Marelle Boyd and
continental and
were immediately rthspatched to civil defense.
Cuistcrn, owners of the Economy they have two children. Hal K.
and Bonnie He is a member cf
the area where a light snow was
They were also to be greeted Hardware announced today 'hat
the Methodist Church, Masonis
falling.
they
are
now
holding
an
ppreciaAformally by President EisenhowLodge, WOW and the American
The airliner, enroute from Bos- er today. ate told
tion
sale
which
will
continue
a similar conLegion.
ton to Berlin, crashed in a dense ference of mayors last year
that until January 1
forest of fir trees, flattening :hem cities will be on the
The
appreciation
sale,
they said,
front line fn
as if they were match sticks. •
was to express their apprecialinn
'modern war.
Old Baldy is near the Maine
to
the
people of Murray and
Childlaw called on the mayors
border, one of several high peaks for greater support
of civil defense Calloway County for the business
in the White Mountain chain.
measures, better understanding of given them during the past fifteen
The falling !maw and poor visi- the jet plane noise problem
mid years_ The business will be under
bility -prevented a Grumman Alba- the, need for bases near cities,
HARRISBURG, Ill. WI —Landon
and new management beginning Janparacarrying
amphibian
tross
F
Heffington. 24, Mauna., Ill.,
help in mustering 1.000.000 persane uary 1.
close for the ground
medics
from getting in
They started the business fif- was held today charged with comobserver corps
enough to drop the specially train- which now has 400,000.
teen years ago as the Economy plicity in the $6.023 robbery of
ed rescue troops
Feed Store and in September 1946 a Calvert City, Ky. bank Nov.
Rays They Balk At Prim
Capt. Peter Dana, pilot of
the business was changed to the 26. the FBI announced
Northeast plane participating in
He was blunt. He said 'many Economy Hardware and Supply
Heffington, who denied any con.
demanding Company
the search, spotted the wreckage communities,
while
A complete gift shop nection with the robbery, was arprotection from air attack. want was also added
10 miles east of here.
rested yesterday in White County.
to be defended from somewhere
The
sale. - now In
progress, Agents said they found 3441 in
else." He raid "they want protec- covers all the stock in the store small bills in his trailer hum..
NOTICE
tion, yes, but they want it without with
substantial reductions
en
The FBI said John R Courtney
was being held at- Evansville, Ind,
The Rescue Squad will meet paying the price of the noise ma- most items
or
the
our
sance
necessary
jets
of
jail and Henm, Moore was
tonight at the City Hall at 7.30
at Paducah. Ky, in connection
o'clock. All members are urged presence of the military in their
midst."
with the same robbery. The fedto attend
Adm. Arthur W. Radford, chaireral complaint charges the three
Eetter
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
with complicity in the Calverip City
told the mayors the government
rubbery
WATCH THE PAGES OF
was prepared -when necessary, to Mr. Jernes C Williams. Editor
The FBI °Hite at Louisville, Ky..
THE DAILY 'LEDGER AND
use whatever weapons are .seeded The Murray Ledger
said $399 was taken from CourtTIMES FOR -GIFT ADS
in defense of our !wearily inter- Murray, Kentucky
ney when he was arrested but no
ests."
Dear Sir.
money was taken from Moore.
The Christmas Spirit Is beginSummarizing plans for long-haul
In behalf of the Murray College Two revolvers, which the FBI
Mrirray
and
in
he
ning to
felt
preparedness, he said -It is abso- A. C E. I want to express ap• contends were used in the robbery.
the merchants of Murray are lutely essential for this couatry predation for the space g:ven
in were taken from Heffington
reads to receive gift shoppers to do everything' possible to keep the Murray Leidger to the Bill
Callowas County our national air power always Martin
from Murray
program
We feel thus
second to none- because the 'safe- service-to-children program
and surrounding area
was a
Today's twelve page issue ef ty of our nation depends upon it," real success, and we realize
good
the daily Ledger and Times Is
publicity helped a great deal ta
chock full of ( hostmas girt sugmake it RO
gestions as well as proper and
It is goal to have the cooperaappetizing menus from
Murray
tion of our newspapers in our
groceries.
various endeavors
Murray merchant. have more
Very sincerely,
gift items on their shelves this
Mrs. Ethel. Kemp fell this mornRuble E Smith
year than e% er before
and at ing in the vicinity of the post
Associate Professar
price. that sslll room
ntth office and received a badly broken
of Educat.on
&her *On n• in this area
leg. She Was taken to the Murray
Watch the pages of the daily Hospital where she wm; treated
POLIrs
Ledger and Times between new by Dr. Lowry.
MUM:F.:PORT. Conn
—
and Christmas to see the -aide
She was sent by ambulance in Burgulars cracked in off:ce safe
selections offered by nierrhants
Nahville hospital It is thought took $15, and left a "thank
you"
here
that Mrs. Kemp must have stum- note scrawled on the back of an
Shop Murray First,
bled and fell.
office letter.

Move To Set
Trial Date Of
Three Killers

Five Survive. U.S. Would
Plane Crash Be The First
A-Bomb Victim

Appreciation Sale
Now At Economy

Man Held In
Calvert Holdup

r

Mrs. Kemp Falls
And Breaks Leg

To Editorl
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GREAT STATE OF TEXAS IN THE DRIVER'S S.

, 1954
didn'
Once :
rite he

HOUSTON. Tex.
—
Ray
Kennedy. a veteran of 30 year::
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
as a baseball Tanager a-d execraNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMEn
tive, was ndrned personne' director
CO.. 130
li0/10t, lateepnis, Tenn . 250 Pa.k. Ave. New York,
of the Kansas City Athleties if
307 N Id:eh:gat)
tee, Cnrcegu; BO Bolyston
L Bost..
,the American League.
pletely new face.
Kennedy wes pulled out of re4UBSCRIPTION RATES: By carrier in Murray. per
weed Mc, pei
Let's Like Detroit as an exam- tirement to fill the last
remaining
mot to bee in Calloway and freljouung counties
, per year. $J.50 elate
ple Freddte Hutchinson Was let front office post in the Athletic.'
out becaus'e .he wanted a two-year setup headed by ausines,_manag,,r
-contract,
supposedly. So
thee Parke Carroll.
reeeree the right se, reject any Advert.ung
Let ars
signed Harris Now Sticky is a
Sr eirouc Voice items winch in
Kennedy retired in 1951 as farm
our opinion are not leg Lb! MA I
great gentleman and a 110.7d base- director of the Detroit
mistreat of our readers.
Tigers and
ball man Yet he can show only went into pr:vate bunne.or
in San*
three pennants in a total of 7' ford, Fla. He had been with
THURSDAY. DECEMBER 2, 1954
the
years
a meneger.
Tigers three years
Ledger and Times File
The Browns fired Mary Marion,
Kennedy. a cornibinatio•i catcherks OSCAR' FRALEY
which is really 'tieing hit with the infielder. played most of his ore
December 2, 1949
Celled Press Sparta Writer
bottom rung. Yet, with Richards titre career in the minors,
but was
NEW YORK
— There has moving troltuttarlly to Baltimor
e, with the St. Louis Browns for a
been ratho: general critensrn of Marty is the White
One of the principal addresses Monday aftern
Sox choice.
short time.
oon at the Philedelprea Phalles
"or signthe forestry Progress Celebration will be
He went to Newark
N.J. is
given by Sena- ing a "stranget" named May) Boudreau was l,red by the Red
Sox. club with %web meney nev- general manager in 1932 and
tor James P. Pope, former Senator Irom
was
Idaho and now arab to menage the club next er has been
NUMBERS ON S1ATES indicate where principal Senate and House chairmanships and leadership poets
slightert °bated. three through
when he be•ilirector of Tennessee Vatley Autnority.
season when, actually, the boys L• u is an ;tiler good one
are slated to go in the next Congress. As you can see. Texas is in the driver's seat with four. Inand yet came general manager of the Pittscould'
cluding the powerful Senate majority leadership and House speakerehip Note that southeastern
be throwing rocks in several he ha,. Woe eily one ti...g in 12 burgh
Pwight D. Crisp. former Calloway
Pirates,
When the caps
countian. has ac- other direethlo,
Dixie state, hold most chairmanships Senators and representatives from shaded states nave none
ye-es ae a -eclat.
changed bards. Kennedy became
e ted the position as Boy Scout Executivs
at all as ut now. Chairmanships ern itrod via seniority, carry power In Use processing at bills
of the Sus- e Throe will be seven clubs with
farm system director or the piDireseen T• Nets
tl •nango Council in Birmingham, Ala. Mr: Crisp begins "new - managers next serraun. Yet
-•
rat-s in 1947-48 before moving to year: "Three Two One
DI en.Serl
. Zero": Oa;ehall. Feleen hieckar:
Last with the
only two of those gentlemen are
work _tltere January 1, 1950.
his last job at Detroit.
"'I view x
News"; John Tillman.
Henry Salmott Jr., producer and
of the -brand new - variety. Smith Deigees. eget!: supoosedls because
Outstanding comedy team: JackThe little chapel of the Trihity Episcopal
newscaster
co-writer, NBC.
Coliklidated Edison.
Church of and Pinky Higgins of the. Red See he wa.; one a. those peculiar peoie Gleason, Audrey Meadows, Art
Station WPIX, NTw York City.
New Orleans was the setting Wednesday,.
For ex.eller. shownir:riship
Most of the others are perenn:A ple who wanted a bit of long-term
Canny, for their tvorli in the
November 23,
For wholeSome family enlertainvariety entertainment: El Sullivan
master minds who
for the wedding of Miss Joan Butterworth,
a career security. But he did do a good
"Honeym,,oneni- sketcnea on Gleedaughter of out of be.ng fired .nmake
ment: Screne Gem's filmed send,
and Mario Lewis. producers of
job and the fact that Wasiengten
one
apot
and
sun's CBS program
D. and Mrs. A. 1). Butterworth. Murray and
"Father Knows Best." on CBS,
-Toast of the Town," CBS.
wants him is ewe. lv
eerstare
Harry U. rehired elsewhere
Local te/evision news coverage: Robert
For
Whasne, Jr.. .on of Mr. and Mrs. Harry U.
Young *and Jane Wyatt.
public
local
able.
seraect:
"Ou•
This
would
be a peculaii sitterWitayne,
Beautiful Potomac": StUarf. Finlay,
tem in almest aay. other business
Sr.. of Columbus. Kentucky.
•
On re
-hide, :haus r '. is
producer-narrator, WRC-TV, Washía
Yet ball clubs cont:nually grab de- pletely
'Rev. Robert E. Jarman gate an indoctrination
. flieg as to why the nee
n
ington. D. C.
talk lightedly at managers eho have
tor le,.gu„ don': dip ntc the miygeterday to two' new niemoers sot tile' Murray
For superior ea dere directron Rotary been canned by some other clubs nuts more often. The Plialies once
Franklin Schaffner. drrecee. and
for various failures.
Clip b. . He gave a brief htstorv _of the
--Internatinal or.
_
did it with Eddie Sawyer and •1011
NEW YORK * — The complete CBS for the drama "Twelve Angry
Net Criticism
k nization and the local club and
their first pennant sir.ce inceptron
explained - its purThis is no: a .riticint of such
list if Sylvania televise/el awards Men"
of
the telepaone. The Cardinals did
pre. A. B. Austin presented Rec. Jalettan.
For public information service:
fine fellows and astute baseball
for 1954, announced Tuesday night
it with Eddie Dyer and he put
John Daly. producer, and ABC for
follow"
men.as Lou Boudreau. Peul Rich- them
as
is
on top .n his very first year.
.
, aids, Chuck Dress..n. Ducky HirGrand award to James E Moser, -Open Hearing."
HOLD LEAF ON IltAlLs
n .d .:s e i r Ond cer.,ey
:
In this cerner it menu as if
Best dramatic series: "Pteleocreator and writer of ''"
rn. and 511-rfy Marl. n. who -eIT WILL KEEP .
Medic,
the Phils and Red Sox ere to be
--;
A se.
e
cited; at "the most outseinding 1 Goodyear. Television Playhouse';
es the t.tek us filled. pectively .11 1445 wil: pii O Kanses
----congratulated instead of insulted.
program"; .iwards to Wortheigten Fre, Coe end Gordon Duff. the
it bacro should not be removed ' prem. tn.: tobaece lightly to SITIOatIl City. Bart'ro'''e. Wash'Whin. D.- It•ggIDS 4 X'Ss1111 LOUltVII
• 9 •
IP kfT his
Den the tier rails unel it def:- It and zu make ouiking easier. Ir. tree and the White Sox
Miner, execut.ve produce,.. DOV. producers: the two sponeir cumfeat big league manageral shot.
games and NBC
•
Cemical Ci . NBC.
But do yid% wonder how some of
us 0: keeping order accord- no case snould a hydri oh.- lam
knows all their young players.
For the most outstand.ng series
to Russell A Hunt end Ira E. or Lon press be made for tare them keef melting it back to the
Finest original teleplav• "Men or
Srith. after six years as a =for children of all ages "Disney- Mountain T ea". ,iwarels to Robert
e, met specialists at the Uni- tubacco Boy. 7S are verb Coriactous beech time after time — and why nor
Was
league
manager, brings a
ii trie press.ng h..b.ts and f•ufey a club such as the PhIlhes should
veiseor of Kentucky
land". Walt Disney, ABC, three Alan
Aurthur. author: Arthur
fresh enthusiasm to his jeb and
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'Many
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Penn, directer, NBC.
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Character art • aCtress: F. G.
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. 1 the eed
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bulktary
geles.
fao.
The
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:
uentiy they
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:
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reg
Beet educational acres
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He fairs his 1110 Wal Ill: regardSearch"; Irving Gitlin, producer.
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at how the other guy is supCBS
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act
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510 W. Main St
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Detroit
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price
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Utility and
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pot Joe and Benny rodd out of
Of the Chicago cont., gent in- P50 to 12 23 canners and cutters
action for long, it seems. they
t. lied in the deal. ones .nfielde: 7.00 to 9.50; bulls steady Utility
are shown in • **spits; In LOX
They'll beam with joy at finding a pair of
Poet e Ward and catcner Toby and cemmercral 11.00 to 1300, canAngeles just kinci of resting up
THE ROOT of Nicholas Scochethese cute, cozy Nite•Life slippers under their
Atweil remain on the Parcae rciste• ners and cutters stla to Ino0 Veal'
from Dense' and grease sputa
mato, 16, lies slumped atop a
Christmas Tree. And what could be
•fter plowing into the Ode of
awe 'Pittsburgh club new has 47 era steady Good and choice 111.00
more
Stairway With • bullet wound to
practical...or more welcome to hard•
AI moving locomotive while oat
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his head, a short distance from
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ICe
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ter cakes steady Commercial end
modest price. Come in and choose
Police said the slaying was the
i.if
good 14.00 to 1800, utility and low
a pair from our Large selection.
result of mistaken identity They
commercial Woe to iron
would not speettlete on who the
.Sheep 2.00(.1 Few opening sales
slayer was Or who the intended
•
mostly to butchers weak to 50
victim coukl beve been. The
cents lower at 30.00 down Aged
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his sister shortly before death
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Phillies Are
Criticized
lOn Choice

TV Awards
Announced
uesday
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10-pc. Bed Room Suite
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Beautiful Limed Oak

$259.95
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t Train
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Market
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Oven

Lihirgs

EXCLUSIVE IN THE NEW 1955
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Held in Slaying
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Slippers
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FREE!
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Owe Mill
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•1111140101
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give greater economy
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510 W. Main St.

• N•er Ineeenes•d Saler.P•s 5•11 heat
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De•pere• or Fever\
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FURNITURE and
APPLIANCES
Phone 587

HOUBIGANT

----___
(1.06yAgIlff chdlfdeerwee-

Se 495

-

$1.75
to
$3.50

LEWIS CAGLE. Jr. (MAYO, 17, of
Chattanooga. Tenn, an inmate
it the Federal Penitentiary,Lew.
'theta Pa, was accused by the
F B 1 of the slaying of William
W Remington and charged that
robbery war the motive Remington, lolled for lying about
• lititrd-WITIVCCiTtlftliifilcM, Kat
slugged with S brick wrapped in
▪ sock and died of head Injuries.
Two other convicts, George Junior McCoy, 34. of Grundy, Vs.,
e nd Robert Carl Parker, 21, of
Washington, D C, siert charged

ACTRESS Ava Gardner lanards
a
plane fn Los Angeles for Tokyo.
She Is on a personal appeara
nce
tour that will take -her to
Hong
Kong. Singapore. Rome, Paris,
Berlin and London She told
reporters she-dellnitely ntends
to
give Frank. Sinatra a
divorce,
but It adti have to wait
until
she returns from Europe in
the
Sprung The actress
"Urn

^n

tl

)ere

Discover why Liquid
Skin Sachet has created
such excitement among
fashionable women
everywhere! Enjoy the
-perfume that clings-in oil three high -style
fragrances.
CHANTILLY
QUELQUES FLEURS
PREMIER MAI

Adams Shoe Store

Scott Walorreen Agency
4th and Main Ste,
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HONEYMOON IN LAS VEGAS

S SON JAILED BY ;MESE REDS

Once :
!write h

APPRECIATION

t on rec
Sigs as
o, nigh
es. Ng(

•

HILIP FECTEAU, of LY1111. Was.. father Of Richard O. Fecteau, 28,
rie of the 13 American airmen jailed as spies by the Chinese Reds,
ads a telegram from President Eisenhower. Looking on are the
oung airman's four-year-old twin daughters, auto° and Sidnice.
e President personally pledged to we even "feasible means" to
ee the tiler. In the meantime, the United States Government in

SINGER Vic Damone and actress Pier Angell look frolicsome as
they honeymoon in Las Vegas. Nev.

usually strong" language demanded that Red China free the
(Isternadonal Soundphoto)
3 Americans imorisoned as spies.

(internalwrial Souridphoto)

OFFICIAL 80TH BIRTHDAY PHOTO
•
ass..„,ht

From Now Until Jan. 1st

-,

ADMITS POISONING 4 HUSBANDS

After having served you the past 15 years, we are now selling out our business
and we wish to take this opportunity to say "Thanks" to our many friends and
customers. To show our appreciation, we are having this store-wide sale.

Take Advantage Of Th ese Gigantic Bargains

Do Your Christmas Shopping Now
411

All

and

•
IIRMSM PRIME MINISTER Sir Wtnston Churchill sits for his official
(hifernaticia&
80th birthday photo at Number 10 Downing street.

a

BACK TO THE. CENSURE DEBATE
r
.

NORGE
Appliances
Drastically Reduced
• Refrigerators

-

•

We Have A Huge Selection of
Christmas Toys -- XII Reduced

adMRS. NANteiE DOSS, 49, is shown In Tulsa. 081a... where she
mitted the poison killings of four of her five husbands. Pace are
Investigating death of eight other relatives. Her poison career
darted In 1946. she said, when she poured rat poison in her second
isf vitallona!8oundphoto
lushnr Is v..hiskv.

• Ranges

All Of Our

• Automatic Washers
• Automatic Dryers
• Freezers

Electric Mixers
- REDUCED Now
Reg.
$46.50
$3995.

26 Inch

SWANN'S

BICYCLES
all
at

GROCERY

100 lbs. good white potatoes $2.80, 50 lbs. $150
Fla. seedless Grapefruit, 80 size 5c

jumbo 8c

.

Indian Summer Sweet Cider, 1 2-Gal. 49c-Gal. 69c
Flavor Krist Peanut Fudge Dips, 1-16.

59c

Bordo Orange Juice, Two 46-oz. cans

49c

Kounty Kist Corn, 3 cans

39c
$1.50

5 Lb. wide mouth jar Comb Honey
2 cans of Ozark Valley green beans, 25c
Large 21 2 can
Black Pepper

.

Big Shipment

MILK GLASS
Just For This
SALE

23c

1 lb. $1.40

1 4 lb. 40c

$1.60

Softa Meat Salt, 100 lbs.
Pilgrim Pure Coffee, 1-1b. ?Sc

COST

3 lbs. $2.15

Instant Maxwell House Coffee, 6-oz. jar,
cups equal to 3 lbs.

4 bath size Sweetheart soap, value 48c for

BIG ASSORTMENT .

Jewelry Boxes

$1.74
25c

5 bars of Jergens Lotion Soap
.

MRS. JOSEPH McCARTHY adjusts sling on irm of the senator as he
(international)
prepares to go to Capitol for censure debate.

37c

Nationally Advertised Silver Plate
52-pc. service for 8 I I 26-pc. service for 6
now 39.95
S84.50 now 69.95 I I S46

Buy 4 packages of Fab, 3Ic each send for free doll
Red Bird Flour, guaranteed, 25 lbs. $1.45 or $1.50
5 Lbs. Pillsbury Flour with 25c coupons,

. 57c

Swansdown Cake Mix, 3 packages

$1.00

Hill Onions, 10 lbs. seed $1.00, selected
sound eating 2 lbs.

25c

3 lb. can Snowdrift with 15c coupon

92c

50 lb. can Pure Lard $8.50--4-1b. carton

75c

Sausage, Three 1-1b. pkgs.
Bulk Sausage, home seasoned, lb.
Ground Beef, 3 lbs.

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.

39c

Bacon, I lb. sliced layers

49c

19.00-21.511
16.00-18.0&
15.00-21.00
9.50-11.30
4.00- 8.50
14.00 down

Short Fed Steers
''s
Good Quality Fat Steers
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows, Beef Type
Canners and Cutters
Bulls
VEALS Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts

20c

Pies, frozen cherry, apple and peach, 2 for .... 50c
Fryers fancy, cut and pkgd., lb.

GREATLY REDUCED

See Our

Large Stock of REVERE WARE

TOTAL HEAD 851

. $1.00

Bacon Squares, Sliced and Derind, lb.
•
Salt Jowl, lb.

OIL HEATERS

November 30, 1954

,,. 38c

28c

Quaker and Norge

Market Report
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'Clock

$1.00

Pork Liver, freshly sliced, lb

All Pieces of Brass
and Wrought Iron
NOW ON SALE

HOGS _
180, to 230 pounds

39c

•

24.30
22.50
,
0
50
9..5
7.50-116
18.50/

CLOSE OUT ON ALL

nationally advertised China

HUNTING COATS and CAPS

$13 Place Settings Reduced To $10.50

COAL and WOOD STOVES

DRASTIC REDUCTION ON

Economy Hardware
East Main Street

Telephone 575

•

"c!!
•••••••••••••••
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Initiation Held At
Regular .11eeting Of
Eastern Star Group
Murray Star chapter No. 493
4
n

th
tis
a

141

Ni
(01

SrA
Ytts

PAr
HOI

Order of the Eastern Sta: held its
regular meeting Tuesday. Novemher 23, at seven-fifteen o'clock
in the evening at the Ma.sorue
Hall.
Mrs. Oral Lee Farris. worthy
matron, and Mr. Cecil Dodcb.
worthy patron. presided at the
meeting which was opened ui
usual form and routine'busiess
conducted. Mrs. Farris gave a report on the schoul of instruction
which she attended at Hopkvis•:Ife November 9 and also reported on the meeting held during
Grand Chapter in Louisville November 1-2-3. !
Dear S.:.
Durirg the meeting th, degrees
of the ordet were conferred upon
Mrs Euia Mae Doherty with the
worthy patron giving th nnpressive obligation assisted by the
worthy matron and the following
officers:
Mrs. Jean Weeks. a.,,c..ate matron. Mr. Buel Staffs. associate
patron. Mrs Ruth Willu.ins, COrl
ductress protein, Mrs. A.-na Kuhn.
associate conductess. Mn. Mildrad
Bell, treasurer. Mrs'' Nell Robbins.
secretary protem. Mrs. Johnnie
Mae Dodds. chaplain. Mrs. Doroone. organist prottm. Mrs.
thy
abble Lee William; ma-shall pro•
tern, Mrs. Clover Coth.m. Adab
Protem, Miss Sue Marain. Ruth
protean. Mrs. Velma Herdon. Esther protein. Mrs. Chnsene K.1toy. Martha, Mrs Mildred
Llecta. Mrs Joan Edmonds. warden. and Mr George Willson. sentinel protein
Plans were announced for the

:1 roe

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Garden Depart;nent
Thanks The Editor

• • . •

Saturday, December 4
The Woodmen Circle Juniors
will meet at two o'clock at the
WOW hall to plan for Christmas
officers
activities. Junior
will preside.
• • • •

The Business Women's Circle of
WMs of First Baptist Church win
meet with Mrs. George Upchurch
at a:at-forty-live o'clock.
• • • •

Miss November

Tuesday, Deemnber 7
The Sunbeams and GAs of the
&sudsy. Deekualser 5
Mission will
unportan. choir ,,ehearsal Five Point Baptist
An
Center
w..1 be held at the Woman's Club meet At the Baptist Student
o'clock.
House at two o'clock fcr Music at three-thirty
• • • •
Club members.
.
The Delta Departmenk Ut
• • • •
Murray Woman's Club will rn!
Mooney. )ees/abed
at seven-tint-The Jessie Ludwick Circle of at the club house
This will be a Chruan.
Wotin's Association of College o'clock.
party with an exchar,ge cf gifts.
Presbyterian Church wit! have an
• • • •
all day meeting with Mrs. Ada
Hubbird at the mime of Mrs. E
A. Tu.-ker. This will be a Glairrnas program with .a gift ekchance.
•

•

• •

Hazel PTA Meets At
School for .Supper
And Regular Meet

The Lottie Moon Circle of VMS
The Hazel Parent-Teacher Asof First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs Paul Perdue at seven- sociation met Monday, November
15, at seven o'clock in the eventhirty o'clock.
ing for its regular mon'hly meAing and community supper. Cy
annual Christmas patty and pot- Miller, master of cerernontea calluck supper to be held on Friday. led the meeting to order and inDecember 17. 'at six-thirty o'clock troduced Rev. Louis Randolph who
in the everung at the -Masome led in thanksgiving ,Jf the food.
• Mrs. Ellis Pascal', pres,dent, was
Hall
Following the close of the chap- in charge of the business session.
ter a social hour was enn-yed with A repoit was given by the memrefreshments being serve4 trot a bership chairman. The chairman
beautifully appointed te. tab, of the house and grounds announccentered with a large ptanplun ed Wag the parents of the first
filled with fruits flanked on each and se.xibd grade studen's wotrd
s.de with a triangle tiled with meet Monday night to pa.nt their
fruits. Cottee and indivIdtiol cakes rooms. Any other inteenested per.ced with turkeys weie served by sons m.bht come also. Some paintthe refreshment corrunitteic com- ing will be dune each week unol
posed of Mrs. Lucy Stranak. Mau the entire interior of the reboot
Sue Mahan. and Mrs. Abbie Les has been painted.
Carmon Parks introduced Guy
la,viris. the principal, who ex
, pressed his appreciation to tr!
the "work they a-e dom.
Mrs. Lovms Tgas introduced b •
ha.:
who
` Mrs. .Wylie 'Parker
! charge of the pr..grarn The thymic
! for Uus month was -Better RecreaUon.- Groups were directed in
play.ng several games.
Cy Miller concluded the program by making aMn:e tents
!ph for
' and calling on jaev
the benediction!
• • • •

sU-.p
day
Ince
the .
eel/
and
-7(
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stalk

.
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Nov ember
Sally Jones
I LOVE — ciothes, jewolry, ballgames, -Hold my Hz/u1", and
teddy bears.
I HATE — homework, meat, and
to wa.an dishes.
I Ofte..Ald Uk — getting my
driver's license.
I CONPIZS — that lye iever
had a blind date an.:: when A
get married a dish w.sner has
to come with *he husband.
VITAL SIATISTICS — blond
hair, blue-green eyes, five feet
five, 119 pounds.
Fran Murray High Tiger

.

Ben Johnson and Jo Ann Drew
SUNDAY and MONDAY
[FIRST TIME IN MURRAY]

-Laurence

aI

a

OLIVIER.

Al Arthur Rink Organization Piesentatell
A llnivoisslintunstional Raises.

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES

In The National Hotel Bldg.
Is Stocked With Pretty Things For

Mrs. E. C. Parker, publicity cha ratan of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club:
700 Elm
Murray. Ky.
Nov. 16, 1954
Dear Editor:
The Garden Club %ashes to
thank. you and the Ledger &
Times for the nice pubi..-ity you
gave our recent open program.
The visitors were delighted with
the write-ups.
With deepest gratitude sincerely,
Jo Parker
Publicity Chairman

Christmas
Go By and Do Your Extra Gift Buying

Murray Gift Shop
Telephone 394

National Hotel Bldg.

A

plaYing Santa thisYear!

.---rY"n*—"Crall
IltiLS
For

EC
FOy_ODforSP
christmao

—ap--Step•!i
Neb
LINCOLN.
waste cans are convenient, b •
need care to prevent odors or rus!
!rig, according to Miss Clara la!

ISS
Leopold, University
Netnaska extension home
,
ment specialist, said the was:
-hould be washed daily in so,.
water. Wash the outside oocasion
ally too. including the lid. Ve•N
often food scraps push up ad,air.
, the inside of the lid, causing ui
pleasant odors and rusting.

Exclusive Dealer Fur
SPODE CHINA

Furches Jewelry

FREE
Delivery

CAPITOL

FRIDAY
and SAT.

That Will Grace Any Table At A Definite Saving.
Try Johnson's Today For The Best In Foods
Flavor-Kist Crackers .

•

Jersey Cream

Corn Meal
Chum Salmon

10 lbs. 49c
can 37c

Tov

FIU

Dog Food

3 cans 25c

741
4

St lilt

04 E/rtS

ah,.411=APGalaiizz

PORK SAUSAGE

3pounds $1.00

inL

- Igk DICK POWELL
,p.4
wa.fi•
JANE GREER

ile
ardrAdrigsr

Pure

c
77
3s
411
RD
LA
G
HO

WEST"
"STATION

KI

ECONOMY,
PROP,

lb. 23c

Sclern Trial On

Phone 193-i

South 40- Street

Campbell's

Pet Milk
3 tall cans 39c

TODAY
and FRI.

TRIAL IS ON In case of Mrs.
Lorraine Clark (above) in
Salem, Maas. The Amesbury
inother of three la &Cr WW1 of
killing her husband. Melvin V,
Clark, 29. and throwing his
(internaltonal
body in river.

Q.—Dear Penn, I adore per
fume, but fot come reason or otto •
its fragran.e just doe, not last it
an,. I hasp told seneral it m •
friends that I vi..nt a new per'utne
hut tint I mu,t find out stentat
Iacting one —Mrs. A N
A. A particularly good i•jf.“
women who claim that p.'me does not "stay with then
I
a Liquid Skit. Sachet.
ooths on the skin very ease,
4 lingers longer because of r
het base It has a slower rate
'Lustre' and evaporation than
oer type,. of fragrance arid oa
!IIinatcd by Houbigant Try the! •
, antily Liquid Skin Sachet OKI.
85 plus tax • at Scott Waive.

CO MOORE • HUGO HAAS • KEN CARLTON
Scott Walszreen Drug
4.11111111111111111.11111111111=1111111.111111111111W

LION FLOUR
25 lbs'$1.87

Tomato Soup
2 for 25c

Van Camp

Red Cross

Pork & Beans 3cans3

Spaghetti

No. 21 2 Can

Great

Hominy

Perfume That Clings

510 W

/9

"Wagon Master

The Murray Gift Shop

311511

We'

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Dwight Timmons, president of
pl
Junior Chamber
Mayfield',
Commerce, in charge of the program for the occasion, has arr.inged for an elaborate celebration.
Six high school bands will compete for cash prizes totaling several hundred dollars, in addition to
the Murray State College band and
two service bands. Graves County's
high schools will enter beautiful
floats in the biggest parade the
city his ever seen.
Three orchestras have been engaged for a mammoth street dance
on the court square, and there will
be an old time fiddler's contest
with cash prizes to the winners.
Lawrence
Gov.
Kentucky's
Wetherby will deliver the prtncipi

-ILITCILIEN WASTE CANS
NEED DAILY' DOUSING

atter
dettr

it- aa
denir,
used s

Dan Nix
I LOVE — teievision. Mr. Holland, and pnysics.
— having this interI
view.
1 LittliAll Ut' — graduation and
owning my own car
I likaldEMBElt — Making my
Unit "2-.
ye never had a
—
I CONak.
date.
VIIAL STATISI'ICS — five feet
nine and one halt, 148 lbs,
green eyes and brown hair.
From Murray High 'Tiger

•

Murray Drive - In Theatre

A gigantic White Way Jubilee
celebration will be staged in Mayfield on Friday, December 10, the
day when the city's new electric
lighting system will be turned on.

The following letter was received by the Ledger & Times from

PTA tor

,t
sr

Mr. November White Way
Jubilee Is
Scheduled

Club News Activitie
Weddings Locals

ing system is being instilled at a
cost of approximately $50,00d. It
an antiquated system
replaces
which has been in existence for
more than 30 years.
The new - white-way- aysieat
covers more of the downtown and
surrounding areas than the old
system.

address for the occasion, and will
cut a ribbon to turn the lights on
for the first time.
Mayfield merchants are cooperating with the Mayfield-Grpves
County Chamber of Commertoe in
staging the huge event, one of the
largest in Mayfield's history.
The new merctiapur light.--

2 calls 25

1'k g

10c

Northern

5

Beans

Tender

Puffin or Ballard

Nihlet Corn 2 cans 35c

Biscuits

lbs.

-) cans -)

JOHNSON'S GROCERY
"Fine Food For Fine Folks"

512"2th Stj

;imams,

imisamem

mem,

_...essenins..—••411114*•-
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AREA AGENTS NAMED
FOR NEW FARM PLAN

lidn'
ce
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WANT

t
hc,
USED Ls SIZE BED. COMPLETE
with springs end matrevs. A bargain at gas. Exchange Furnitur•
Co. Phone 877.
d3c

SMALL WRITING
dresser.
vanity
odd
A GOOD SELECTION icY LAMPS,
M4.
d3
smoking stands and small tate.ft
L/CH.21.Y jam' BOOK Ideal for Christmas gifts Fictiarom
bargain Exchange Furni- Furruture Co 104
Fourth
the
Co Phone S77.
d3^ Street Phone 877

STATION
FOR
SALE CHEAP FOR RENT: ONE LARGE FRONT
!
Ownsr leaving state; Stock
room. Two beds. $3.50 etich per
all equip nent. Full price $500 10, week. Also room and hoard for
See owner at 721 Sycamore or one elderly lady. $15,00 per week.
call 9119.
•
'deo Beale Hotel.
d4c

FOR SALE: 80 GALLON FRIGIDsire hot water heater Connections
?/
for automatic washer Good con- I.
dition. $a. see at 141)9 Poplar, WANTED:
IRONING. REASON
Benton, Ky.
d4c able price. Ruth Todd. east Chest
SIZE
a dpIRLS
nut St.
U'SED TIRES, 630 x FOR
SALM
No. 1029-.1
d3
4
ell's Station. Hardin, Ky. plaid, fur collared coat. Phone
nAuction
Sale
el.2p 422-W.
•
Irie

I

SSWORD PUZZLE ""'"'to'ea"'I'
U-Tbree-toise

ACROSS

St-ge
rgel ea
te-Farsed aster

p ebsonal
atlas metal
le's wan
sad for
- drying
-Gesplsa
reviver
Russln• rulers
pepreetioe
Mate doer
swelt•
ueant
•
ere
es'51
as title

Wa-

14
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sa41 (01

(4W-13
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0144 306314
41100P B00
Evan mnw 12130-4
VW 41WT MAWAN
RUWW WOM
UU300 000 00ii
r•yjrr,j ORMI3ON14
U41M UW% TOM
JMAA aAa J4AA
NI-1

1=ing
33--21
41 -Separates

42-Stunted person
43-trrliat•
(coiloo.)
44- P11 naf)
ed-Spollatios
45-Ugly. aid
WOtaaa

Se-Din
62-Put on
53-Frelt dr-lvs
64-Avarice
5$-Turf

5- Macaw
a-Frasil•
/ l-Colortns

DOWN

substance
6-Lesise
6-Ualt of energy
2-broialah for

1-Poetical
Party huh.)

ci

7

6-Placing

f

10-Throash
11-Psid Nodes'
16-tirlet
111-Pcieed for

Sc

3

fr/-4,1
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ooed
n it ;
75

vs
57

rur-

3

•

52
4

tte-Virs
T2salve
23.--Sslasssa out
21-CllpokIa eves
U$7-Pool fish
11 -Placing In 'tees
12.4,ausIllary vett
111-•rtoraS• Place
Inc ears
211-21sunt•lu
nYk
.
sips6
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41-Heaped
41-',rend
heal
4 S-Snisi mod
46-Posery
41-.Stirky
sabotane•
4t-Goal
61--conl.uneUen
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WAFTER SEVENTEEN
ttY had a sudden impulse to
er about Breast, tell her whet
S criticism, good or bad, was
to mean to him. But he
with 11. short Laugh: -Prob.
stack 'It up with a lot of

a

Oc

25c

h St.

•1

JANE

NOTICE

FOR REN1P

20
SHOPPING DAYS
'Til
CHRISTMAS

Upon enrolling :n the program,
the tamer and his wite make a
careful study and inventory ol
their resources. Then, with the assistance of the caunty and home
agents, they make a program for
the improvement of the 1.-rm and
home as a whole. It is etnphasized
that each family dita its cwn planning and decision mature.
Each enrolled term aria home
serves as a demonstratisn in improved farming and homemaking
tot the enure commumty, said
Dean Welch,

Coc‘eilletA
Uses CI
‘
ir
.00
LAN
i
tc
s

HOME-MADE

HOT

41 tio1as Ajbl Ite

TAMALES

I will be on the Beale &
Son corner three times a
week, Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday, and
(he rest of the time at
home.
Chester McCuiston
Behind Ross Feed Store
213 Walnut Street

.1

use the well to keep things
said Enid. "The way he and Uncle
Jehosopnat always did k's quite
simple." She added: "And your
grass is etit:"
Now Hester looked at Gary Norbeck coolly.
"It is? BM 1 prefer to make my
owe arrangesnenta for work done
for me. However, this time-how
much do I owe you, Mr. Norbtck?"
"Wait, Hester . . ." began Jennie, but Gary Norbeck spoke before she could go on. "Guess it
took me two hours-maybe two
and a halt. Dollar an hour is
what's usually paid in these parts."
Hester did not hike hts smilean impudent fellow, she thoughtStse did not lake Enid a smile. he
opened her purse, took the mone.
out of it, gave it to Gary. "If I
need you again, Mr. Norbeck,
send word to you. Will you come
with my bag, Enid?" She went on
to her kitchen door.
Enid followed her to the bedroom with the bag, put it down.
Hester opened her bag, lifted out
a dress. "It really was presumptuous in him to come up here
Mien no one had told him to. I
don't want nim hanging around
here!"
"He hint hanging around . .
"Enid, I don't like the way you
are speaking!"
"I'm sorry, mother, but what I
said is true."
She started toward,the Nor.
"Where are you going?"
"To bring in two of those pails.
Wash them then I can put butter
in one and down the well."
"Enid, 1 moot that you wait
until that tarmhand has gone:"
But she heard the screen door
of the kitchen close behind Enid.
It was defiance. And never in
her life nad she had So meet defiance in Enid.
Hester remembered the thick
eavetope from the bank In Salem.
"I'll write to Anne-she may know
something about him. It's a slim
chance, but even so . . ."
She heard Enid come back into
the kitchen: heard the swish of
water in the pails. There came tne
snap at kinUling, lighted in the
Stove.
When Enid came to the bedroom door eh( was taking the last
of her Unnis from the bag.
"We laved high teat eveningbeefsteak. Aunt Jennie brought it
from town, and we all ate together."
Hester kept her smile steady.
"That was nice ot Jennie. I'm
glad you are getting acquainted
with her, Enid. Nov. please do
something with your hair before
we sit down to eat! I'll look over
my newepapers."

asnsamap..0...

adjust/runts and improve.r.ents
order to increase pro-its end make
for a more satisfactory lit for tte.
farm family, Dean Welen said.

SMOG C!!.NKETS LS r
'
'
!!"
7. ES

SINGER SEW 1s4
A.t2H1N
representative
in
Mu.r..4
For
Repels
contact
FOR RENT. 4 ROOM APART Sales, Service,
Leon Hall, 1411 Poplar
ph _vie
ment Modern electric nest. Hard
TfC
wood . floor
well iocated. W. C. 1074-R
Hayes. Rome phone 547-J. Office
1062.
d4c CHRIS'I ALAS BAZAAR. TO BE
held Friday from 9 to 6 o'clock
FOR RENT: 3 ROOM FURNISHSaturday, 8:30 to 1 o'clock.
1 apt.. private bath, povate enFirst Christian Church Paserne.f...
trance. 309 North 4th. ph. 181.
Steals for sale: Assortment
Mrs. A. I G. Outland.
d32
handwork, stilt horses, ("oils. and
d3c
FOR RENT: 4 ROOM MODERN doll clothes, baked goods.
aut. Electric heat Available Dec
I. Et. W. -Churchill Telephone 7.d2s
LESS THAN 22 'hopping days 'eft
FOR RENT. 4 ROOM APART- to make that spes...al purchase ol
ment Private entrance ard privi•e a Terri Lee doll far *he lit!!!
both
furnished Call tele- Miss for her happiest Ctirut.niv
phone number 042-W
D4c yet. The Terri Lee family is found
_
at Economy Hardware, Phone 57s.
IF YOU WANT TO RENT A
c2e
wasturig machine for 39 days, call
M
rihsn- 74
d3c PaNO -CHRISTMAS CLutr s10

-

ABBOTT

Drew's firm name on the envelope.
The postmistress said to her:
-Here's a letter for that Gary Norbeck up at your place. Been here
several days. Want to take it to
Win! From • bank. He gets them
every so often."
Hester looked at the letter.
you're going to do that- "First National Bank, Sale m,
doeSti't like it-snay I buy Maas." /Mem. Aene Babbitt would
Os going soon to &elem. She
woke," at her with some pushed the Letter back under the
lid:Latent "What would you do grating. "No, I am not likely to
see ham. A.nything for Miss Enid
it?"
sag L is my rebel at home.- Wilmer or Miss Jennie Todd?"
-Um Todd corn* herself for
said: "You cuet buy it but
may Dave it some day. I'm mail yesterday."
Hester was Impatient to open
ing it to a critic in Boston.
Robert Drew a letter. Also, she'd
• it corges back its yours.
ut I'd rather buy it," said like a cup of tea and a sandwich.
She nernernbered seeing as eating
"paints coht money."
nearby. She
place 110raewhere
e'll siettle that tater.vied thew dropped found the piece A woman, evindy
the
dently
proprietor, greeted her
A it Dary's other aide. "Oh,
cordially. "Good afternoon. You're
toe-Cold drink,'' oho said.
of old Josh's nieces,
Lb.
other
one
keep,
the
well to
n't you use
a cold'?" asked Gary. When 'can't you?"
"Yes, I am Jetiosophat Trevett's
;pow by their faces that they
oat &ACM what as %Wail talking niece. Mrs. Hubert Wdrner."
Something went out of the womt, tie gut to his feet. -Come
an's ovule. -I'm Harman Pithily,
11 *how you "
e pimp rested an a platform and i knew old Josh most before
eavy plastic& la ose comer ot I could walk."
Hester merely asked stiffly for a
was a trap door. Gary lifted It
pcsated out Ile pegs driven cup GI Sr. arid a sandwich.
She
opened Robert Drew's letter
to the undercasine of the platorrn, the Emote awns mowed es sad read.
"My dear Mrs. Wilmer.
he pegs, the covered containers
"W'rth regret I must write you
varying sites attached to the
It 02 the cords. "They're water- that it will be impossible tor me
tenet they Were. You. put to go to Malone, as you suggest, to
Aght
our food Into them, lower them advise you, as your attorney, in
man below water level ThIngiell matters connected with this estate
you mention. I nave made inquircep fol days. No defrosting "
- Aust Jealik; should know about ies about the Vallbuck lawyer who
too," cried Cindy. "I'll go get is the executor, and find that he
has a very good auniating in that
er"
she CittMe back with Jennie part ot the state, so I am confident that you can trust him and
odd.
Jeanie Melted down through the depend on Ms counsel in any, legal
p dear "I Should nave mourn. difficulties that may come up.
-With boat regards,
red *wing my mother too Aunt
"Robert Drew."
rtlia putUdg things in the well!'"
The icoolnese in it-as if she
At that Moment Hesters oar
e Itrouad the nouse, stopped were just any client! How many
beside the barn door. Hester tunes nab she nad rum and his
wife tor dinner? And it was Olive
out of It.
What a cosy little gal-Iberia. and Hester between her and his
Maker Obe sant, alatait
fly the Urne she reached the
ut Clary caught an edge in her
farm she had regained her come, that was not amusement.
• • •
posure. Sae drove into the yard.
siiester Wainer hail enjoyed her Then she saw them, Enid, and the
at tha Estasiac inn, her pleas- girl tram the back wing, Jennie,
morn, the Competent service, and a man Who Must be Gary Norno Sakibitt'e bits UI nev..s from beck, chummily huddled around
*rte. "'Lydia HoLsworth is simply the pomp, laughing.
She went toward them. She said
stick, Rested 1 think they're
know
did
not
rry sttsidy tivnt they made her something -she
esideilt!. The pageant commit- what. She was gratified as she apOSSellist" Wiles tie/ proached them to see the girt who
flSLla.t" Other NU called teemed Cindy go into the
rise.
hear. U site bad lack wing.
hen with her, she
"Hellu, mother-you're bark!"
icon
"A rather stupid greeting, darread WOG,41sy•ei longer
So gin hEd driven north from ling, when you can ON that I oas
ranlik ISg100d spirits. Os asses- tiack:"
"Mother, I want you to most
eta Mopped at the
ug
ortt-Othee for tar mall and was Giry Norbeck," said Enid.
Hester merely lifted ner head.
-I tghtlid to be give, a little packet
letters, a/ring with her 'twe- "I-low do you do, Mr. Norbeck."
"How 4o you de," said Gary as
ets.. Berne balls, a few /square
ehegbpre that looked like distantly.
"i-f,"n hAen 1141(11.Ving IT•
letter
rebel)
with
vitimbea a

Help Wanted

AUCTION SALE:. AT FARM OF
Ben Cunningham, Ike mi north- SECRETARY WANTED.
SHORTwest of Penny. Saturd'iy Dec 4, hand, tyieng and bookkeeping
exla a.m. Will offer for sale all perience essential. For
interview
kinds of hoes, rakes, Farm -ill Call W. E. DeJarnatt at
045.
d4c
tractor
and
equipment
tractor
wagon, team plows and harrows,
cultivator, wagon, corn, hey, hogs
calves, bed springs, ma'ress, k.1chen
cabinet, chest, drop leaf INSURANCE. FIRE,
ANTOMOtable, dinette suite ruyi. larnos, bile, Life, Travelers,
Hospitilizarockers, rollawav bed snd other non, Income
and Polio. Specill.
small items Also 1940 Chevrolet rate on
Automobiles! •Galloway
car Sale will be held rain ot Insurance
Agency. West ;:cie Court
shine.
Cit3n Sy Muiray, Ky. Phone 1062. Hoole
151-M.
d3p

A_
0
ginAcrlltotoo

war won wollor

The Fare,
Hine Development program, now carried in 68
counties Of Kentutity, has been
furthered trus tall by the appointMerit of 10 area , agents Former
county Lgents, and experienced in
this new piagrsm. they -7e working w.th county agricultural and
WELLS-WRATHER Pot-.rait
home agents.
Dean Frank J
Commercial
photograph!
Si-tuth Weich of the UK College of Agriside square. Murray. Phone 1439 culture and Home
E.oni.inics.
or 1073.
The agents are. Fred ErL‘ckman
stationed at Berea; Wilmer BrownCARD OF THANKS: THE PAM- ing, Flemingsbuig
Stesen A. C.. Mrs. J. P. MeElrath gratefully
Lamm, Bowling Green; Hubert W.
ackowledges the tributes paid her Deal!, Pineville,
Chari•e
by relat:ves
d many friends in Jackson; R. P
(.11•'2rue-tie!, BrandenMurray upon her homegoing Noburg: Douglaf Howard, Cynthians;
vember 7, 1954. Special thanks are
H. E. Rothwell, Mayfie!ci: E. R
extended to Rev. Chiles and Rev.
Russell, Lebanon. snd A. M. WarThurman who conducted the last ren, Princeton.
rites and to Max Chur.hill and
The progran is under the dir.chis associates for their friendly
consideration in so ably handling Lion of Dr. Ernest J. Nes.us, asfuneral arragnements.
ltc sistant director of agricultural extension, assisted by Ivan C. Gradformer district supervisor of
On gentneky Final
I County agents, and Muse Ida C.
A cooperative organizat'on haS Hagman and Ed F. Danicl specia'.
set a goal of 700 farm telephone; Isis in home arid farm managein Russell county
ment

The Farm and Home Development Program, a lens tune educational service to farmers is a part
of the Agricultural Exte.'eion Service, and in no way tikes the
place of established programs, it
was pointed out. Its purpose is to
help farm famines make necessary

1:0113Gt3131S11
stae

N.

FOR SALE: TRUCK TIRES
8.25 - 9.00 - 10.00 x 20,
-LIKE NEW, 90-95% RUBBER

Farris Service Station
4th and Chestnut St.
11
1

will reserve the piano 'of your
choice tot ,delivery
befo-e
on
Christmas
our
convenient
Christmaa Club Piano p!an. Meny
famous .names to choose from
Come in' or write today Tottm's
Music Departemen. Ur..On City:
Tenh. Phone 1100
one
'
SO/ (arrow) fafiee-rint over fog-botind Los Angeles as a drove
lanket of fog cloaked Southern California It almost paralyzed
transportation and caused an estimate 1,500 traffic accidents to tho
teas Angeles aroa. The fog mingled with smog produced an eyestinging and throat -searing effect Industrial firms and individuals
were asked to stop burning trash until the eoniitions improve.

SERVICES OFF ERE")
RID YOUR HOM0
'('tleMITS
and insects. Expert cork, CA
441 or bee Sam Keuey
tfc

11114,

1
1
1

AMIN

PIANOS
New JANSSEN SHNETS
At Reduced Introductory Prices

Used4,prights
SEIBURN WHITE
North

Fifth and Chestnut Street In
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

NANCY

By

,;,:rnie Bushnvilka

PUT FIVE
ZEROS ON THE
BLACK BOARD
SO YOU'LL
REALIZE HOW
SERIOUS THIS
15

NANCY---I'M GIVING
YOU ZERO IN FIVE
SUBJECTS

IONS
---:
106111IM111---m-_orimiv.w../ ,,,///../
4

_r

-

/

A l'

401•• wommed
00,
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Al iF-

JjNA4.44 /Li.Mar

UL' ABNER

eV

Al Capes

4•111
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HE'S COMING
OUT OF THE
ETHER-

MA H ---NOSL
IT F-FEELS
LIKE IT
WARN'T
THAR!,

AH
OH D-DON'T L001<
LIKE MAR
AN'MAR HAIR?!
IT DON'T FLOP
DOWN IN FRONT0' MAR EYES
NO MORE!!

MAMMY AN'
P - PAPPY, NO
MORE!!

QUITE
NOW. YOU
LOOK
INTELLIGENT.

AND DO YOU
NOTICE HOW

AR DON'TCARE 140W

DIFFERENTLY

GALS LOOK
AT ME-AR
IS MERCLY

GIRLS LOOK
AT "IOU?

154,

YARS OLDIF-

Was

ABBIE an' SLATS

pip

. Jll

By Raeburn Van Buren

I'VE DONE NOTHING BUT
THINK WHAT'S HAPPENING
BACK THERE...IS I-1E ALL
RIGHT
'
7 WILL HE BE

ABLE TO
. STAND UP
UNDER THE
iN .1

WERE FOOLS TO PERMIT
GRANT TO REMAIN 1HERE/41'1i

l.------"

WE

AND TRY THAT
r

AND THAT IS, LEA'Y,
T 4E BOUNDARY OF THE
)ENKS PROPERTY?

CASE. I SHOULD
HAVE INSISTED
HE COME BACK

SURE IS.' EBEN JENKS, He's
THE GRANDDADDY 0'ERNIE
JENKS - HE LOST ALL T1415 LAND
- ''''''' .., FOR WANT
LTe
.- N.N:
b 0'TAX MONEY

. BACK IN '02!

WITH U5

Enid carne out, her hair set in
Its stssal innooth curl. "Why don't
we cat an lose, mother? It's pleasanter than the kitchen.
move
this little table over . . ."
"Darling, hoi.v nice of you to
think of it! I don't enjoy sitting in
the ki'c' "
(

•

•
sis•••••••••••••=nivinn11111111111111111111111111101111114.1111100°
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THE START OF A PERFECT DAY

won
mes
usu
con
Pot'
wlil
C:11.
ed
Gra
yea
Pea
of 1
1Strs
.or
S: ye
svm
offi,

STARTING a perfect Thankse sing. Mrs Anna Krecickt of
Holyoke.
MASS, greets her son. Wolf-Dierter Koch. 14.
at Logan airport,
Boston, after his arrival from 'West Germany They
were separatea five years ago us C,ominunist-controlled East
Germany U S.
congressiona, action helped make reunion possible
litermattowsi

CHURCHILLS GET A PORTRAIT

Iron
pate
duct
asso
Bell
recr
Mae
thy
.ktits
terra
Pr"'
Prot
leT

SON TESTIFIES AGAINST FATHER

AN INTENSE hunt Is on for
i'zitnck Eugene McDermott, M.
lifer who scored a bold and unusual escape from Ohio penitentiary, Columbus, simply by
putting on his hat and coat and
walking out with a young woman who came to visit him.
McDermott, sentenced for the
slaying in 1926 of Don R. Mellet, editor of a crusading Canton. 0., newspaper, was assigned to the honor dormitory,
outside main walls but still
walled in. Thus he wore civilian clothine. theternatiolual)
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\DELEGATION SURROUNDS VISHINSKY FOR LAST TIME

DomiNia

GUSTAVE
(standing) testifies against his father, Gaston
Dorninici (sitting between police, background) in Digne,
France.
The elder Dominici, 77, gut the death penalty for triple-s
laying of
British nutritionist Sir Jack Drummond, Lady Drunirnond
and
their 11-year-old daughter,
(Issternutionat)

BOOT OF ANDREI V1SHINSKY lies In state In New York, surrounded by members
of the RU15411111 UN
delegation at Soviet headquarters. Facing camera (left) are Georgi Zarubin,
Soviet arnbaasador to
tbe U.S. and Arkady A. Sob.-'.
.eleoutv UN delegate. At the head
of the casket hangs the hamr,ier and sickle emblem,
//stern& tonal noundatioto)

WEE

PARKER'S FOOD
MARKET

Ele

Free Parking

t:nal
Ii

ginTigie mast mipoSTEg Sir Winston and Lad) Churchill
admire
a portrait -f Lady Church:)) presented to them by the Woodford
Division Conservative association_ The artist was John Nipper.
Churchill will be
/si'ewes lows: Sou aliptioto/

South Fifth Street

TTENDS U.N. MEETING

FRESH

Pork Roast

Fresh Picnic Style

Tray Packed

BACON

PORK LIVER (Baby Beef

•

29c

45e
25e
69e

Small Young

Liver

Lb.)
39c

Fresh Kentucky Lake
Itewallarrla

JACOB MALIK. of Russia. eon/
. ers with Anthony Nutting (left). head
of the United Kingdom delegation. at a meeting of the United N3'
:,ns
In New York Malik was summoned from his post as
Soviet Ambassador to Great Britain to succeed the late Andrei Y Vishinsky
bead of the Russian delegauoo at the U N
/International)

sea
I

Dressed Fresh Daily

CATFISH

4

Grade

ERs

•

Cut-Up Pan Ready

GROUND BEEF

Ground Fresh Several
Times Daily

Florida Seedless

(
Perfect •)*
OiristniF,qsoNe

2iz,ôLe

LB

AMERICAN ACE

5 lbs. 29c

Cake Mixes
3 boxes 99c

LB

"Just A Little Better"

Marshmallows
10-01. Cello

bag 19c

Si 00

KRAFT

Velveeta Cheese
2 lbs. 85c

GODCHAUX SUGAR

Morrell

GRAPEFRUIT

BETTY CROCKER

Coffee

LB

PURE LARD
Lay's

WHITE POTATOES

10 lbs. 39c

US. No. 1
YOU LOVE

PINTO BEANS

10 lbs. 98c
The

00,4*

10 lbs. 97c

4 lbs. 69c
CARNATION MILK

Medium Size Smooth

e4ti"4

SWANSDOWN

lb. 98c

35e
3
LBS

al
/AIS
le

C

LB

We Have Fresh Count"-, Pork Sausage, Back Bones,
and Ribs Most Of The Time

•

.•.,

• LOW PRICES

put16.4:4tvc yeat414aii"AOsieiseet

3 to 4 Lb. Pieces

Wort hmore Sliced

idea

•

Shop Parker's One-Stop Grocery Every Day For Outstanding Valr es - - Ph. 1061

en NOV 30.

MALIK

HIGH QUALITY

2 tall cars 25c

Brock — 1 -Lb. Box

POTATO CHIPS

12-oz. twin bags 59c

Chocolate Covered Cherries

WESSON OIL

pt. 39c

ICE CREAM

59c

Park Lane

qt. 69c

112 Gal. 69c

Wesson Oil

WILSON'S

Shortening

SPAM

CERTIFIED

SNOWDRIFT
CANNED MEATS

1 Lb.

35c

3 Lb.

85c

39c
Cut Rite

WAXED PAPER
AS AOVErMSEO

Pet(retq‘it

:

• iWEETHEART
w DAUGHTER
• WfFE
MOTHER..
SISTER

SIM

vERNs
$1 DD EOH W

owe' rialaftlIT SavID FROM MOTH; (1..4 PAY

510 W. Main St.

. 59c
34c

TAMALES, 16-oz.
CORNED BEEF HASH, 16-oz.

25c
34c

49e
12-oz.

34c

Pusan Boots

CAT FOOD

3 cans 29c

Darimix

Stunning modern chest finished in
h;ond oak Same chest available in
other fsrmhes.

$4995

RILEY'S

125 It. 27c

CHOPPED HAM, 12-oz.
BACARONI, 16-oz.

I A tAMEI

FURNITURE and
APPLIANCES
Phone 587

DRY SKIM MILK, 16-oz.

39c

RATS-MICE GONE!

ilipolite

MACARONI
or
SPAGHETTI
10-oz.

22c

2 for

29c

MARSHMALLOW CREAM

29c

KARO SYRUP, 24-oz: blue 1.

24c
ssir sin is
atalit.f0.1,11 Pati501

Argo

GLOSS STARCH

2 hoxes 15c

2 for 33c

GUARANTEED tooZRIAca
amiNEKAmmi(

sewaseeetWA
•
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At Your Christmas Shopping Headquarters

Belk-Settle
Company

RIS

TS!

LADIES WOOL SUITS
Asst'd Sizes and Colors

'
' the RUSSIAII L'N
et ambassador to
hangs Elsa harn°nal SuaruipAoto)

Do Your Christmas Shopping Here - - - Be Sure To See Our

100%

MORE GIFT IDEAS FOR YOUR FAMILY,FRIENDS,THEIR HOMES!
ALL OF IT SO EASY TO SHOP... ALL UNDER ONE ROOF!

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY PLAN
•

LADIES COAT SALE

VIRGIN WOOL $24.50

Men's
Corduroy
SPORT SHIRTS
$395 and $495
Boy's Sport Shirts

Reg. $12.95

Sale $10.88

Reg. $15.00

Sale $13.88

Flannels, Broadcloths
Fancy Plaids and Checks

ICES

Reg. $16.50

Sale $14.88

$1.98

_1061

Reg. $19.88

Sale $18.88

Men's Airman Gabardine

Reg. $24.50

Sale $22.88

teed

LADIES

Reg. $28.00

Sale $26.88

Reg. $29.88

Sale $27.88

Reg. $34.50

Sale $31.88

Reg. $39.50

Sale $36.88

CARDIGANS

:es

And Broadcloth

Ladies Orlon

CARDIGAN

TURTLENECK.

SWEATERS

SWEATERS

Pajamas

IC

$1.98 pr.

eese

Ladies Beautiful

LOUNGING
PAJAMAS

$395& $49S

Batwing SleeN es

Asst. Sizes, Colorn

$495

SPORT COATS

$9.95 to $14.95

$10.95
Asst. Colors and Sizes

BOY'S DRESS PANTS... $3.95 to$7.95
104:M Wool and Orlon - Boys

LADIES

1 lbs. 97c

Dactron Crepe

•

SWEATER S, solids and fancy

$5.95
Pastel Colors

FOAM RUBBER

Gal. 69c

PILLOWS

$3.95 ea.

PAJAMAS

GONE!

d-coN
ADY-MIX

OVEN WARE
SET

Ph

69

100

p.4;
01

$3.95

MEN'S FIRST NIGHTER

12-In.

Glass Lazy Susan
$1.00
$2.95

Bath Mat Sets

$3.95
5% Wool
Double Blankets $4.95
81x108 State Pride

$1.98
Nylon

Panties

$1.79

SHEETS
Spring Maid

PASTEL SHEETS
81x108

128 Count

, $2.95 or 2 for $5.00
Chenille and Woven

BED SPREADS
Solids and Decorated

$5.95 to $8.95
Lace Table Cloths

$1
.
00

Pr*

Dress Shirts'
Short or Regular Collars
with Regular Cuffs

Mens
$1650 t

$2.95
Boy's Corduroy ,
Sport Shirts
$2.95

72x90 White and Ecro

$3.95 to $5.95

LUNCHEON CLOTHS
$1 to $2.95
Cannon Towel
Gift Sets . $1.98-$4.95
22x44 Cannon

TOWELS 59c 2 for $1
Beautiful Pastel Pottery

$3950 ;

Men's SPORT COATSOn Sale
-Good Selection of Colors to Choose From -

Reg.s1950 for $i 788
NEW
STYLES
AND
. COLORS

Men's Archdale Gabardine

Sport Shirts
New Colors For Winter

$2.95 and $3.95
Men's Dan River

Sport Shirts

ALL WOOL FLANNELS & WORSTEDS
Reg. $3450 for
$29.88
Reg. $39.50 ior
$34.88
Reg. $55.Qp for
$47.88

Plaids - Checks - Fancy's

$2.95

By Haegor

$1.49 to $4.95
TABLE LAMPS
24x26 Milk Glass. Brass and
Bronzed Bases,
Matching Shades

$3.95 to $6.95
FLOOR LAMPS
7-way Lamps and
Bridge Lamps

$5.95 to $9.95
PIN-UP LAMPS
- Good Assortment -$1.29 to $3.95

Bov's Gabardine
Sport Shirts
$1.98 and $2.95
Men's Broadcloth and Flannel

Pajamas
$195 and $3.95

only
ol
sgosisT BACZ

pair $5.00

HANDKERCHIEFS, plain or initialed S1

Men's Archdale

54x54-52x72 Solid-Fancy

f'sriry White and Pink

Nylon
PAJAMAS

'

$1.50 to $2.50

Wool

,fripe $2.95

With Lace lrim

$1.00

31,1 Lbs.

BLANKETS

Pastel Shades

:ens 29c
3-Pc. Fire King

72 x 90

Ladies Rayon-Crew-

Asst. Sizes. Nylon Trim

$1.98 ea'

•

$5.95

12-Pc. Fire King

OVEN WARE
SET

$1.98 to $6.95

PAJAMAS
By Miss Sw•nk

16x24

CUFF LINKS AND TIE BARS

•
Gabardine and Wool Flannel

ALL METAL

Folding
Ironing Board

MEN'S JEWELRY

Wide Spread Collars with
French Cuffs

Boy' Tweeds arid Checks

Quilted Rayon Jacket
Solid Color Pants

$150 _ $250

Men's Boxed

Ladies Orlon

Asst. Sizes. Colors
Boys' Flannel

$1 and $150

Belts by Hickok -

PAJAMAS

Make One Of These A Gift For Her

R

Neck Ties -

Unconditionally Washable
Tailored to fit exactly in neck size
and sleeve lengths

Beautiful Pastel Colors

100% ZEPHYR WOOL $19.50

BONAIRE And ARCHDALE

Sport Shirts

100°L Virgin Wool

Asst'd Sizes and Colors

Shop Belk-Settle Early -ilave Your Christmas Packages Gift Wrapped

FR
416
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WELCOME HOME

PrOP 1954 honors in Kentucky were presented to four 4-H Club mena•
bers who reported except onal work in the National 1-H Dairy
Achievement, Foott Preparation, Poultry, and Recreation and Rural
Arts programs. Their rewards will be all-expense trips to the 33rd
National 4-li Club Congress ine.Chicago. Summaries of their accoui'plishments are as follows:

HOTEL NATIONAL

The

delicious

KENTUCKY

home-made

candy which was made especially for you
Can now

be had at

111

MOLLY MARTIN SHOP

Litterbugging
Is A Crime
aY.s Nichols

Linoleum Headquarters
912 Ft, Wiclib, Cut any length
40 Patterns To Choose From

--date

Thurman Furniture
acolderiVfake,
BUTTERMILK gi
g

[one guars

I

The
Cream of the Crop

Golden Flake
Buttermilk
,

1•411[

raS"1. At
Your Store or
liake e6°Cd

4t Your Door
Save time and money
Buy in Half Gallon
Cartons

--IS) HARNIAN W. NICHOLS
I. ailed Press Stall tairreesperilleall
WASHINGTON 7 -- A man ar
Cal.forn.a was found gielty of
• Intent:nagging - That is throwing
things out of his car and messing
up toe couritres.dle. In his case, it
was empty beer cans
The uramoy criaractix was se-)
tencat to It pick gut ad beer carts
along ja quarter IT* gf nathaay
sad i2' ail in the liselhouse for e2
days That is the sort of thing tha:
prompted a lot attollts.including
tne American Autornubth Assiels
ton. sute legislatures, and oliclah to form Keep Arne:tea Beau1.1W. Inc.
Boy Scouts have gotten into the
act. Piety have adopted ... creed:
"I will treat the great outdoors is
a heritage to be improvec. for our
greater enjoyment.
The Girl Scour, nave ,-.., no along
with th.s. too, and pledge themselves to keep trash an" garba;e
out of Arner.ca s waters, fields
woods and roadways
The -litterbas- thus cline ir.ta
being and is being cl..iributei
aroeme the country. It is .. waterproof little sack. distributed by the
\ AA anti other! The first one 1
,w came from the Inland Au' 'obit, Aesociaaam tivhar-. distrib-

ALL-PURPOSE, PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING,

dexo

Royal Clusters Piorthmore

Stockings

Featuring 8 pages of luscious flolislIw

Dry Milk Solids %%hitetious,
Stuffed Olives sultana Large
Red Beans

1-Lb. Pkg.
or small—ICS-Oa. Jar

Mtn Page

16-0a. Can

Worthmort•

French Creams

0z.
14!
% 2 -s

EVAPORATED 4tasi

Candy Toys

Vt orthisarre

Chocolates Warwick

eSAVE MONEY NOW
with Ann Page Fine Foods!

39c

1-Lb.

29c

-

29c

Old Fashlocied-12-0s.

5

queht! Med.

worthmore

2.69

Lb. Ekc.

l',.-Lb. Box 29c

.....

I

-1
1'

11 1 "1

. • :

-

SAVE MONEY NOW
with Jane Parker Bakery Treats!
Al

EAperoke
•

ayonnaise
9;d FRUIT an

l'•

JANE' PARKER

QT.
Ann Page Mayonnyse is a
JAR
rich blend of fine Arad oil
with egg yolks, vincgar and
a
pure lemon juice. Its fresh -tasting flavor make; it
'
cious spread for sandwiches ... perfect for salads!

ANN

PAU

PUNE

OVER 2/3 FRUITS AND NUfS

STRAWBERRY

Preserves 2
Spaghetti 2sc.4z 254

1 1/1-12.1129
(AKE

II.
JAR

ar4t4 PAO!

•
5.

PREPARED

•

2

14 Of Rot'

Sparkle Gelatin Desserts

Seeking Friends The Dollar Watch Made

Salad Dressing

la
Exclusive Enough For The Carriage Trade

Puddings
Syrup

Ann Page

%tin Page in

25c
4
2 „s. Cans 29e

bill Gravy

Ann rage

37c
47c

tit Jar
rkes

11-0s. ,Noittle•

3411. $249 S1l.$35
(AKE
CAKE

Over two-thirds of every Jane Parker Fruit Cake is
choice fruit tidbits and crisp nutmeats. And at these low
prices it is grand to serve or to give! No wonder itte
America's favorite!

5C

rig.

arm rage Sparkle Airst*d Flavors

Red Beans

.49C

Cherry

e lane

Layer

ke Plne•pple, (hoc

Coffee Calke

Pa4er !tr uermel

Each

FA.

29c

Loaf

1 7c

Jane Parker Date Filled

Layer Cake lan• Parker 4 Dent lous

Varieties

mOtryn

Of Our
•COMPARE THE FRESHNESS!

Little Jewelry Shop

•COMPARE THE FLAVOR!

At.13 premium -quality Coffees are

AesP premium -quality Coffees come

kept in the nature -sealed bean until

in three distinctiVe blends. You tet ex-

you buy You can't find fresher coffee!

actly the flavor yrfu want!

•• •

Murray Jewelry
TROY BOGARD, Watchmaker

MOW

size 59c

—7"--"1!;-3-7.0811PPIPpwww.

A&P PREMIUM-QUALITY COFFEES GUARANTEED TO PLEASE YOU! •

In North East Corner of Berry Insurance Building

49c

;

NO COFFEE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR

11
1111t
11,111
.1
1111111
ill

•COMPARE THE GRIND?
AsgP premium -quality Coffees are

MAX CONRAD, 52, San Franclacn
aviator and song writer who reeently flew solo front New York
to Paris in • light two-engine
plane, arrives in New Yorl: sitting on a carousel car aboard the
Ile de France. Father of ten children,Conrad flew the Atlantic In
22 hours and 23 "tel. In the
future, none of h
over-theocean flights will be of the roe.

•COMPARE THE VALUE?
MAP premium -quality Coffees give you

Custom Ground just right for you.

more than most, yet they cost you less

You get all the flavor you pay for!

than others of like quality!

RED CIRCLE vc,97c
BOKAR 99c

3-Lb. Sag $2.11S

3-Lb. Bog

IlkaP promisors's-quail:iv COFFEqS PLEASE YOU OR

39c

Peed—I-in. else 69C

White Bread ,ane Parkpe
10-0a.
Angel Food Bar Cake Jan: Parker teed

•••

Watch For The Opening

29c

12-0s.

Warthrn..re

49c

Spice Drops

59c

covered—I -Lh 50X

hrisonaa tcanay • toys) 9-01.39c

Chocolate Drops V% ortlimore

1°C

49c

I.I.b Pkg

Hard Candy-14-0s, Pkg.

29c

...-;-,,,--...•-,,
,,,..e,-

Ketchup

,
,

arwick thin Mints.
tW
:cherries, vkarmick chocolate

DICEIAM

Neither of them had ahy license t
to tell me wnat to do but they
were all over M.• ft:on coast
coast

_

On Kentucky Farms
Job
Burkhard. C.isey coun‘v
4-H club boy. collected 14 bushels
of black,walnut seed for illy
State rare try Darartrreat

Chocolates

7

LB.
CAN

•

Solo Flier Returns

i

CRESTWOOD ASSORTED

3
Woman's Day .7c
ink

uted at in cooperation with the
Spokane. Wash.. Daily Chronicle.
'Mere is a big ogn on the outside of the waxed bag It says:
-This is your Ira-h bag Meuse
use it. AA .a.,cisaillibuhm.491.4°"7
Waste paper. t.n cans bat-ilia and
other debris.'
There is eirme other literature to
suggests that if you are traveling
you can deposit the bar in garbage te-ns when you ,to fir lunch
along the tughways Or f•nd a C3'
Where is can be dumped at miiels--or gas stations
rti
Never on the teghwav
A lot ot communities ,arrisady
have joined the drive.
Newspapers. like the C.o. Angeles
Mirror and others have printed.,
itlaIpressa chargmg that "litterhu2,
are messing op the roan- again ,
'The New York Herald Te.buec •
titled its p.ece "Ivor A Cleaner
America
7d, first tangle with the ant.1::terbugs came a little while •
back when I took
motor trio
across `the country with 114:ke
larome and Jerry Fisher. a couple
of much-.
iied gents who work
for the A k \ Mike is from the
Wdshinet.,
and Jerry Iron.
Detrolt

s

SAVE MONEY NOW with these A&P Exclusives!

.

REBECCA-RUTH CANDY

i

EM BER 2, 1954

i
crossed 'and rull carefe lly. Place
gut side um In shallow greased
tusking pan Let rise until doubled
end bake as abover
Luncheon
menu: Chicken -rice
casserole, broccoli with hollandaise
Maul i pear salad, cinnamon rolls,
butte and coffee.

(liw
kimalk

P.

Gamien

See Rooms At

THURSDAY, D

3 T fat
rolls and place on greased pan
2 e ,es
Set in e.am
lei rise .mtil
Many housewives enjoy in, king. 1 cake coaxprestied ,gkast.
Light • .1 .1..) +*1 - in hot even, 425
'a specialty of rolls of Oifieieat
lie
.
—A.)
'it, '5 mii.utes.
cloy.
kinds The following sweet !ee1'. 7 to 8 •;-. •eft wheat flour
*r:
"ti"n dough
dough
may be the basis
for I s ,„i
.ilk a i me: • It has
s
d in Milk, divide in
twista braids, hot c oas bun-, Jae('
fat sad caol to lukewarm. thee.
p- o •es. Roll ' each
glover leaf rolls or other varititie.
!Add yeast dissolved in lukewarm piece
o sri oblong about 14
says Miss Florence Imlay, food
water and about
..
by 13 inches in size. Spread with
specialist at the Uni,:ersity of
,Beat the egg well and add.ti ,ofte
• batter ind sprinkle with
Kentucky.
mixture. Add more flour to Make 1 3 of this mixture: 2e sug..r.
Woundation Sweet Root Dough
clo,i-h A tie. be ezi. d- 1 T cinnamon, 3I4 c raisins. Poll
as fon
'2 c milk
led. Place in well-greased blow!, up 12n1thwise as for a jelly loll.
3 T sugar
cover with cloth, and se! in •,:ai m :ut with ',sharp Ire de in l-lect
2 t salt
place to double in bulk Shape slices, or tre
ming with reds

Robert sasildos
Pat,;c4 Illialbare •
Roger Weeds
Patricia Owetwell
Robert Maddox. 17, of Florence, tion and management has brought
has been selected as state winner' recognition in Kentucky to Roger
in the 1954 Poultry Achievement
Woestei, 18, of A!exandria. Roger,
program. HiP trip award to the
as Dairy Achievement winner,
National 4-H Club Congress was • will attend the National 4-H Club
provided by the Tractor and ImConstref.s in Chicago as gue,t of
plement Division, Ford Motor
the National Committee on Boys
Company.
• and Girls Club Work. Roger has
lie raised 1,146 Rhode Island
won many awards, including MI
Red chicks to fryer site this year.
blue ribbons and 43 red: showHe has 260 laying hens with an
manship awards at county, disaverage of 212.4 birds in productrict sad state fairs; arid three
tion throughout the year. Re won
honors for best herd at the Alexfour blue ribbons in poultry in the
andlia Fair. His crops have procounty fair this year and four
vided feed for his herd of Brien
blue ribbons on other projects. He
regi,tered Holsteins. Arthur
is president
lus club. led by
is the local club leader.
R. A. Jones.
Roger is president of his local
• • • •
club, the Calipbell County Junior
Leadership and achievement in
Council and the County 4-H Teenthe 4-H Recreation and Rural . Age Club.
Arts program nave brought state• • • •
wide recogmtion to Patricia BlackPlaning, selecting and preparburn. 17, of Gulnare. Patricia was
ing nourishiag foods has been a
awarded an all-edepense trip to
challenge to Patrr:la Tlarguvell,
the National 4-H Club Congresa
17, of Leeinenon. during her eiebt
in Chicago, provided by United
tears in 4-H Ctu5 work. She has
States ;tubber Co.
been named state winner in the
In 4-H six years, Patricia hag
Food Preparation program
served as club president, assiqt, abd will attend the National 4-hi
ant leader, and junior leader. She
Club Congress in CIV
,
ego
tne
is in charge of party planning and
guest of leelvirpit or. • L.
has
camp planning for the county cooked suit eetveri 3./4.4
council. Patricia has had notable
du:ieg her 4-H Club
success in recreation activities,
Her 17 demon:gilt itias totade
which are her major intezest. She
bet county demenetiat.aa ,cluster.
recreation
state
champion for
is
peas tbis year. She has amp 63
the second time. She has been recWee and 23 ted ribbons et county
reational leader for two years at
and state fairs. Living with elderJohn's Creek, teaching a folk
ly grandparents, she has assumed
dancing club. Mrs. Cline Burchall household responsibilities. Pat
tette is leader of her club.
is a junior leader, assisting Mra.
• • • •
Riley Ward.
Excellent work in dairy produc• • ••
ciatus. an' ctie, ineted under the direetiaa et 1hs
All these pr,
Cooperative Ester.

ROOMS FOR PERMANENT GUESTS
S5.00 Weekly
Maid Service

re. a •

RECIPE OF THE WEEK

4-H Members in Kentucky Win Trips

RETURNING from net tour-cd HS, United Etat,' and Canada. Queen
•ner 1-21,zabch of Britain ir1 ?t is eirorted td Clarence House,
Lon son. oy her daughter and graaddaukhter. Queen Miliabeth IT
(I str•.:atiortas Sound
Arff.e

•
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Upsets Were
Common Last
Grid Season

matter of the "upset of the year Southern 7, Alabama 2.
somebody forgot to re-write the
Not many hopeless underdogs
script.
scored victories in this second seaUpset lightning St -tick twice in son without the platoon .astesn but
the same place when Mississippi two touchdown
favorites were
Southern opened the campaign by blasted in clusters nearly every
knocking off Alabama just as it week.
did the previous September. AlaHarvard, Wake Forest and Tubama was favored by 20 points.
lane were long, long shots that
That one rates as a top shocker squeezed through to either a vicBy STEVE SNIDER
not only on the sprend in points tory or a tie. Harvard, underdog
United Pre* Sports Writer
but because most of the experts by 19, trimmed Cornell 14-13. Mary
NEW YORX, Nov. 30
- Col- were dead certain Alabama would land was a 20-point favoiite over
lege football pfoduced plenty cf not be caught napping again. But Wake
Forest and was tied 13-13.
shockers this season but in the the final score was Mississippi Alabama,
unpredictable all the

irvEN
AE

coun'v
aushels
n• the

way, was favored by 19 over Tu- 14 point,s
over North enrelina State was, rated seven points
over Michlane and wound up in a scoreless which won
26-0, but the toughest igan and was licked
34-0
tie.
teams, for' tne oddsmitkera to figOther bad 'calls were Duke by
ure were Arkansas and Minrfesota.
one over Navy and Fordham by
Others Stomp Experts
The
point .spreaders had Arkan- seven over
Among the better upsets that left
Villanova. Navy licked
the forecasters reeling ware South sa. the underdog against Texas Duke 40-7 and Villanova. winless
Ch 'stir
Baylor, Texas an' M•s- all season, trampled
Carolina over Army, Purdue over
Fordham 41-0.
Notre Dame, Texas Christian over sissippi - garnses the Razorbacks
won -L and made the Porkers faAnd
other
victorious
underdogs:
Southern
California,
Pittiburgh
over Navy, Indiana over Michigan, vorites in games lost to Southern Penn State over Illinois, Colgate
Methodist
over Cornell, Florida ,over Geoigia
and Letintiaria ,State.
Miami, Ohio, over Indiana. Xavier
,Tech, Stanford over Oiegon. Prinof Ohio over Boston CoP le and
Two. 'Waa Off
ceton over Yale, Wichita user CinArmy over Michigar.
Minnesota was a one-pdint un- cinnati. Michigan over Iowa, Clem-,
Probably -the worst guess sf the derdog against Pittsburgh and,won son over Florida,
Ocegon over
season was William and Mary by
in a breeze, 46-7. Later. MinnesotaCalitornia and Holy Crossover Bs7

Customers Corner

9c
9c
,9c

gift certificates.

TO whiz through busy trays ... and feel use a
wizard with money .. come Ns. come save
at A&P!
CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
AM'Food Stores
420 Lexington Avenue, Nrjr York 17, N.
‘
9.1

,9c
19c
:9c

Bacon

lb. 49c

69

Armours Star Pure Pork

or Ocean Perch-Fresh Frog.,

Fried Fish Sticks 4

Fishermen Heat

Breaded Shrimp ('ap.n
Ocean Fish
sUN

Dressed lb

29c

Eat-141-oz 47c

and

John Ready to Fry-10 or

Whiting Full Dressed (111-1b. 1.1d)

59c

7-RIB END

lb. 35c

Small Grade A

39r

SHARP CHEESE

CHEDDAR
MILD

Lb.

59r

Lb.

45'

lit t

CHEDDAR
Butter

atherbrook Fresh Creamery

1-1.b Roll

Bordens Cheese Sauce

,
a 19c

Swiss Cheese Dem Pirtle
Sweet Milk Grade A Pasteurized
Ice Cream

63c

Lb.
1.-Gal.

63c
42c
69c

Dutch Treat

SPRY SHORTENING I lb 34:3" Cu 91'
-14 IVORY SOAP
IVORY SNOW

19c

Large Size

Large "I

2

„
30

Rani

i9c
Bath Size

CAMAY SOAP

Bars

2
DUZ SOAP POWDER Lg."` 30„
OXYDOL
30'
30,BLUE CHEER
30,
DREFT DETERGENT

:9c
L 7c
9c

i9c

Shrimp 5

C.tent

(Lb. 45c)

Giant Mg.

Giant

Pkg.

25(
72:

Giant

72r
72(
72c

JOY LIQUID DETERGENT" 30' "ant 72(
CAMAY SOAP
3
26(
29,
ROMAN CLEANSER
LUX LIQUID DETERGENT lOt 37"''65'

Half or Whole Loin

End Cut. Lb.

Super Right

35c

11X

'a -Gal.

Smoked

Roston Butt Whole or Half

Lb

Lb.

Tender Sliced

45c

Slab Bacon

49c

Stewing Hens

33c

Ducklings

Super Right Any Size Cut

Lb.

Pan Ready Fowl Feoren Cry0r111 Lb..
1419C

V

to 4,,

Lb. tlik5C

Lb. Air.)

Pillsbury - Betty Crocker - Duncan Hines - Swansdown

Cake Mixes 3 pkgs. SLOO

SAVE MONEY NOW on
juF‘ryesh Fruits and Vegetables!
c

Golden Whole Grain

Tangerines

Niblets Corn 2
A&P GRAPEFRUIT
1607

SECTIONS

29c, /

TENDER PEAS
an

15'

BI IF PI 1Tt I UT SKEET

GREEN GIANT

( an'

2

39'

POTATOES

19( SWEET PICKLES

Qt

Jar

L .)*
.. g:
--':

39'

The pick of the crop it.
in at ASP! Children love
the honey-sweet sections
bursting with juice and
packed with Vitamin C.
Enjoy them now while
they're plentiful and
low-priced

8

II GRID%

2

16-0z. earls

29c

Sweet Pickle Chips

Aunt JJane - 16-01. Jar

StoP
'
lci elys Shellie Beans
28-Or Can 29c
Lirna Beans
Argo Green 2
16-0z.(ans29c
Corn Iona Golden or White Cream Style - 16-0z. Can 10c
Peas or Tomatoes Ionia
3 16-0z. Cans 35c
Grapefruit Juice
46-0r.( an 1

Mince Meat Paramount
Green
Turnip, Mustard or

Pineapple

Brown Sugar„omin
.or

Tamales
Cherries

Delmont.- Chunks

Whole Irish
Delmont

16-0z. Can

Sliced

20.0z.( an

Fruit Cake Mix

19-0z. Can
16.01 ('an

Dromedary Dixie -

10c
29c

Burrys Cookies Dickens

Pkg

Mixed - 16-01 Can

2 Ilh

GRAPEFRUIT

10c

aalsitsAP

19c

APPLES

69c

Oranges

10c

Ctns 29c

46-01, Cans

49c
35c

16-0r. Box
16 -Os R.,

Assortment - 10-or

19c

25c

114-0z. Jar

Confectioner.'

Orange Juice „,,,,,,„ed
Hi-Ho Crackers
Belle Meade Crackers

2 16-0z. Cana 45c

Red Sour Pitted

,Pineapple

29c

15%-Gs. tan 21c

Paramount All Beef

Potatoes

29-0z. Can

Sauerkraut .A&P Fancy
Cranberry Sauce ocean Spray

Pkg

25c
29c

Save Money Now On A&P's Canned Fruits

39e

DOZ.

ii 511 FT 1A11(111
24 Oz. ( An

Rag 49'
59,

5 II,

ita

8

Cocoanuts

2

Pineapples
Tomatoes

Fresh Cuban (Large 9 Sigel
lard Rine Large Site

Cabbage

Celery

2

Puerto Rican

Idaho Rakers FS. N. I St. A

California Pascal

Bananas

Rae

For

10

39c
25c

Ea.

39c

Lb.

29c
5c

Pound

Sweet Yams
Potatoes

I h

I.to.
Lb. Bag

25c
65c

lama° 14 Size Stalk 25c

I Sc

Golden Ripe iLarge Frain

A&P Fancy

Apple Sauce 2
Fruit Cocktail

2 16-0.. Can.45c

sultana

Pineapple

A&P Sliced

Fruit Cocktail

A
„

29-0z.

cans

241-0z. Can

2

16-01

Cana

$1

16-0z. Cans

Bartlett Pears
Apricots

A&P

Ions Halves

29c

Purple Plums

49c

Peaches

A&P

29c
16-07. Can

16-0z. Can
29-0z. Can

1AP ('alif. Cling-Sliced or Halves-29-oz. Can
•t,

9c

shole or butt port. lb 59f1 Shank IblII9C

SAVE MONEY NOW ON FINE GROCERIES!

Peaches A&P Free.tone Sliced or Halves

•

Lb.,

Right 4 to 8 lb. Avg.

Right Quality Round or Sirloin Lb.89c

Regular hi"

Qt 17e

Smoked Picnics Suer

49c

Lb.

39c

Lb.

Spare Ribs ,A,an-Niv,aly
Beef Liver young

9c

Large "g

Large Pkg.

219

Lb. Box

29'
72'

Ground Beef Frtash

Pork Roast Fresh

School Day Peas Goo, Quality
Giant Pkg

(Center Cut lb. 69e)

lb. 39c
Hams

Fresh Frozen Med. Size

2 ,29c

Ctn. Des.

Pork Chops

Beef Steaks Super

BROOK

EGGS

AtsP's "Super-Right" Pork Roasts are
extra-tender, juicy and fine-textured because they're cut from young, corn-fed
pork. And note the low, low price!

29c

1-lb. cello

Cut-Up Tray Pack
Fillets Haddock

atm

Pan Ready

!9c

Th,

RK LOIN ROAST

(Super Right Lb. 59c)

Fryers

:9c

I

"SUPER-RIGHT" QUALITY

OR

Sausage

FIrst

SAVE MONEY NOW with "Super-Right" Meats!

All Good Sliced

How to a-t-r-e-t-4-h tiro* and money,
Pre-Christmas days are the busiest of the year.
How to get the most from every minute ... and
every dollar? Come one-stop shop at AM'!
You'll find more than 3,000 different items to
choose from .., all under one roof, ell conveniently
displayed for quick, easy selection, all thriftily
priced! And for those "hard-to-please gifts, rely
on AM' for always-welcome candle and festive
fruit cakes, holiday hams, plump turkeys and even

NINE

COME SEE
COME SAVE AT A&P!

0
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STUDY SHOWS WOMEN
But the year's
upset epic,
, HOPEFUL ON. MARRIAGt
was the biggest in dur hook. And
14:W YORK V . Women have
maybe hext time they'll make Mississippi Southern a favcrite over .a roster outlook thiln torn ert
; marriage.
Alabama.
, So reports a New York mark - t
research firm, which asked 1.200
men and women to give the Cr-,t
On Kentucky Farms
word which cone to tl':eir mild
Warren county has a 4-H clot
at the mention ;if marriage.
membership of 882 boys and girls.
researehes said words indicating .
Kentucky lawS mat elfert wo- happy attitude -such as "wed
men in particular were
ding," "ch.ldren," "love"' and "hapby .Grayson c6unty homemakers piness" - were mtmtioned
mate
in November.
frequently by women.

25c
19c
27c
29c

Complete Variety Frnit Cake Ingredients
Fancy New Crop Nuts
Brazil, Mixed or Almonds
Blue Pirate Filberts

49'
1-Lb. ('ell°

39c

English Walnuts f Baby lb. 29c1 Large 1-Lb. Cello 39c
Regalo Pop Corn white or Yellow
Pkg 25c
Gee Gee Pop Corn "n °"
'9'1-°1
29c
cans
390 2 ""z.
CU"

r.•

anmillOks
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Santa Has dropped the greatest array of television sets here at Ward &
Elkins. It's a gift for the family to enjoy. Let our courteous sales personnel
show you our selection.

iIi

I

lif
Iii
III

I

4E

ON-

• Take a tip from Santa - - shop for your
TV Set where you can see a large selection in less time - - get the most wanted
set for less money! Check RCA Victor
for clarity, tone. and ease of operation.

1
1

II 1

.b1110.

.."

RCA Victor 21
Gaynor. TV, &Mrodio.
Mahao
ph onograph.
og l
tin ,sh, blond tropical hard.
wood, extrci._Modet

215.548.
111

11.ike your selection of cabinets WardElkins can please you
1 1 11

'PGREATER PICTURE CONTRAST

1
1 1

1I

212%

RCA Victor 21-inch
Trotton. Loves, priced RCA
V.ctor console Tvi New 04)re, zed "A!:-Cleor" p,cture
tube Grained f.iishes, maioogony; limed °oft, extra.
Model 21S5111.

•

1 I I

l l'

I. I
I I

Zet
U

tl.e

receptiln poszibie on the new RCA Victor.

picture has reached its peak in this
beaut
iful televi
VflTonal
depth
sion set.
and clarit
y of There is a price and model to fit your
income. See them today.

II 1
II I

Never before such low prices tot

III

NEW RCA VICTOR TV

III
II1
I1I

,C1
I 1

RCA Mier 21-Inch
styled table set.A,1.Smartly Ebony
Matching stand availoblo.

extra. Model 215503."

30 lower than ever before!

11 inch only $14950
It's here! The new 17-inch Trent- lowest priced TV
I,, RCA Victor history' You get the new "Easy-See"
VHF tuning dial - new "Magic Monitor" chassis
that autornalWally ties clearest picture to "Golden
Throat" Fidelity Sryund- plus many other RCA
Victor TV advances.
Think of it! Here. in a set priced with the lowest.
f:
, mk;o.suoo.
.. RCA Vier"- wilue and de-ne-ndabIllt.Y
MCA Victor 1 7-i.e.. /NINO C

,
0,
10 3%•

1
1
mmiliz
_ 31MIN=111C MEM=
asumw =maw arommw miliMptalliiIIINCIIMINIMIK11111111111111111=_

WIMIg
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Every Year More People Buy RCA Victor
Than Any Other Television
Call 56 today and let us demonstrate a new RCA Victor Television Set in your home. No other gift will
please your
entire family as well as a new RCA Victor Television Set. Come In Today.
EASY TERMS To Fit Your Particular Budget

UN

kto
raj

P

eft /14 i....,t
,7%,
110011
*
.oit

RCA Victor 21 -in.
RCA Victor 24-inch
Brentwood. Grained
foush•s, mahogany:
limed oak, extra,.
*4 24,5529.

Carroll. Swivels! 3 speak.
era! Groined finithet. MO.
hogony; limed oci

extra
:

215526.

a.

RCA Victor 21 -inch

we

,Pkkford. Strik pa_ new de',Tv! "Loss-Wr consZa- With
high up controls in easy reach.

FAMILY SIZE T1/

Now aluminized "All-Clear"
picture tube. Twin speakers.
Mahogany finish; blond tropical hardwood, extra. Model

now priced to fit your family's budget

21S523.
4

,

See it now at

6$401

Ward & Elkins
•

.•
RCAVICTO3 241^TV

WITH NEW • ALL-CLEAR PICTURE- EASY -SEE VHF TUNING DIAL-NEW
"MAGIC MONITOR CHASSIS -"GOLDEN THROAT' FIDELITY SOUND
The' new 24-inch Ha.
you a huge, lifelike pkture
pliis a host of other great new
RCA Victor features ...at the
lowest 24-inch price in RCA
Victor history! See it today!

11111 l05—H.w MiploSio...1
UHF Tyner sI town levlor
IA.,
corthwuout
ors. Fxdut..."CkOd.
I., Ststear, occwere sw ,welr l•
owd frow. VIII Goo all It.
$4, yew, was. UHF end
VHF (Optron 11, co• n•cod.)

AA Ow,' a. wrchetive ICA VHF*,Fedon, So.woo Cowlroct.

,j
ICA Vittit ,21-1e. Pitt..

111.4.1. 0.40d..1 215221 $10111.05

New RCA VICTOR 21 E
Eluv of he year ! New 21-inch Rt_A 1 ir tor
Telleghengs you the new "All-Clear" Pitture
pfat"Golden Throat" Fidelity Sound!
Imagine a TV picture in clear you can take
ipopettorg of your favorite stars right off the
Worn! TOu get it with RCA %levies new
ersosteisel picture tube—actually 212%
greater eantreet I
JRCA
earlusive "Golden Throat"
FiBslibt Sound eves you wonderful new tonal
" depth And clarity!
COMe la —se* and hear it today!

fit

A Television Set from Ward-Elkins will bring pleasure

TELEVISION
UNSOLE

RCA Victor 24-inch

Bertram. Smart new "lowRCA Victor 24-inch
Martel. Evquisite natural
birch! "All-Clear" picture.
"Easy-See" dial. 10"
speaker. 245532

"0/16
POO LOW —Mow Hig14104.1 k/141.
Two, .•
6•044
,IA.. prevlasi
,gorber.....
ExChosi.• "ONO
140Hd." tor 5555,1. isearsree• vs,146
I. ow/ frvin SW. Oak SIillwrise•
yOb/f *roe UHF towel sta. (5p.
Ilene!, of 4...3 tow

to your entire family tor years to come. Why not come in

boy" console! "All-Clear"
picture. "Eosy-See" dial.
Mahogany finish: blond .
tropical hardwood, •stra.
4424551L

Ask shows the •vrIvrive
RCA thew
Fessosy.Sossic• Correct

today and see the many models priced to suit you.

20 lower than ever before!
21-inch only $17950
IICA Meier 214.1. "Ilp•alel !I.^
TAN. ...Wel
hares ...ow 11.111.
Ill•ls10;04 .lesd ev•ilsble, •str•.
Modell 113300.

Now at the lowest price in history yosican
own not
just ordinary TV- - but big -screen 21-i
nch RCA
Victor Telerision! It's the new "Special
21" with
"Magic Monitor" chassis, "Golden Throat"
*Sound, plus new "Easy-See" VHF tuning Fidelity
dial!
Why do without television or "make
do" with
small-screen TV when you can enjoy
new 21-inch
RCA Victor Television for so little! The
new "Special
21" is your best buy in big-screen
TV specially
designed for all normal signal areas.
SOU WV— NOW
Spved UHF Twoor o
p,o0ows towdouovi trowt. Eptchni.• Ch,td. 8 twoo. leo*, *ow
Act;on• Fo. ono..
oecoroto rodtit to end I.... V1.IF CIAO, oil
lia,
l00.1
p tro, wo.,
UHF end
(Opimool, si •tho co01.1

SEE NEW RCA VICTOR TV
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Doris Day
Gives Recipe
For "Stares"

THIS SHOWS STEEPLEJACK FALLING 100 FEET

2 z.•

Y'S=";,::
1,71 141.11 Itr.t114.1'..43

t

flit IP''N.: • 19•10111111malloralur

•
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Dv ALINE MOSSY

I
Ii

1
II1,1

United Frees Staff correspondent
HOLLYWOOD 41s —Doris Day
one of the world's top boxoffic,
Mars. told today how she has reCovered
from a near
neraoiia
breakdown that resulted from a
!dislike of being stared at.
The singer with the short blonde
hair and pert nose has "beon
mystery on the local see
for Ili,
past year. with rumors of an -inferiority complex" and "illness
peppering the gossip columns
Today, sitting relaxed and snr1ing in her home, she shrtigie•d off
the "inferiority" phrase and preferred to out her problem this
way- At times being a movie star
is frightening The goldfish-bowl
rife that goes alth a tat payrhetic
und fame unnerved her. she ,-ald
Almost A Breakdown
"f didn't exactly have *a nervous
breakdown, but the next thing la
, it " she said thoughtfully.
Her husband. Marty Meleher.explained. "Doris just hates being
stared at"
"When T walk into a club, !very body's looking at me,- the ctre••
said. "If I could lust be Mrs.
. Smith sometime
"1 didn't even- particularly want
to become a star.'' she went on
"When I did my first picture 1
dicing think about seeing my name
in lights. Having the contract gave
me a aertain amount of security.
That's what I thought about
"As I told the doctor. I used
to h:,te going to movie premieres.
love show business., and rrn
grateful that people ask for autographs. but the crowds, and wlian
the liehts it0 up 1.feel everybody
turns to look .at you. Haven't vou
over torn uo a snapshot of YOU F self you didn't like' Can you !
. nlegine looking at yourself on the
screen and feeling that way.

•
A1110* (right photoi points to steeplejack Peter Jekubs as he fell 100 tett from Lollop! on tower
(left photol of a Baltimore building. He was banging by one leg as firemen tried to rescue him.
Suddenly the block and tackle lines broke. Fire ladder can be seen in photo at righL Jekube. 55,
Was rushed to Johns Hopkins hospital ln critical condition.
/ International Staindpeotos)

11

Read Todily's Classifiedg,
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MENEK71

U.S. GOVT. GRADED — CHOICE

Center Cues Lb: 43c

Chuck Roast
II

FIRST

39c

CUTS

LW.

Cut Up, Tray-Packed

GROUND
BEEF
3 lbs. 79c

FRYERS

33e

lb.

MGM this month the trouble ^are*
back but rm all right now.- she
%nailed "L neker felt better Lye
'latter; to understand myself better
I•. poidtieS tile is. part of 1'1(1.,
tzitiness and you have to go alor
with it
"But the press when I was sir, took rue% jabs at me And I'm •
sleeted ye she added.
The first step in the new d
is
her MGM picture. "Love a."
Or Leave
the life of fhi•
Ening Tr. her first loan-out rfc—
,-er own studio, Warner. MG'
aaid more for Doris than for 2'
other loan-out star, 2 tribute
her hose-41,re roll

LOIN or CLUB STEAK
BOILING BEEF
CATFISH FILLETS
Armour Star

SKINLESS WEINERS

lb. 4

Mayrose

111
111

SLICED BACON

lb. 63t

Hickory Hill Thick Slice

SLICED BACON

lb. 6Sc

Soft Weave

POTATOES

10 29e
L"

have a complete variety
of CHRISTMAS TREES
both table trees and Evergreens — Buy Now For A
Better Selection.
•

5 lbs. 49c

Sun-Ripened, Sugar Sweet

Tangerines

2 doz. 49c

Kroger — Sweetened Just Right

2

APPLE SAUCE

r

1

303 Cans 1911514,
0180U1C
.

BROWN SUGAR 2

1
. 1

1-Lb.'!kits.

ma,

Sealtest

dro

ICE CREAM

z Gal.

Good Quality — Peeled
•

WHOLE APRICOTS

vi

89e

ay

Can

25e

Kroger

Store Managers Label

TOMATOES
It

Whips

KROGER
3 for 35c

303 Can

lOe
2303c...25e

Soft Weve

TOILET TISSUE

2 rolls 25c

Blue Ribbon

PAPER NAPKINS

2 pkgs. 25c

Nabisco

RITZ CRACKERS

lb. 37c

FLAVOR-KIST CRACKERS lb. 29c
Red Crose

SPAGHETTI
31IMMIIKr_

Star-Kist

TUNA

Crisp Saltines

Chunk Style
, Size Cans

7-oz. pkg. 12c
Ampinow."•••

Boxed

A
•

1
V
I

• Men, Women and Children
• All Sizes
• Variety of colors And Styles

JEWELRY
s

•
.
rattering rhinestone afts in a
lovely box. Necklace and earrings
r to match at only 4.aasimea.
Toksia
Gouni
mphnlent
osasupdab
Any
oaostaimm
cretwme.
idaiausioaltomitairil
li. "deem Tax
tai

98C
Other Styles $1.39 to $1.98 Ihrb'
A Good Gift Item!
ParblebblaUUUUUU Vikabbbbbbbbli•fattfibblIMON

3 for $1.00

I

f•

iAl
A

Stag
mensgsgallenglegargiCIPHIPIPIrentrengeleORIPersreseeneagetigi

HEAD
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TRICKS — HONEST VALUE

t .!441)

• Just As Described

SOU.1114S
'1
•
A loaciy
oexprnsive
gift.
Jacquard and Challis
33 x3$ Rayons
A
• High CCIICIf
A
• Floral Patterns

79c
Values

59C

NYLON SLIPS

• Full 48 earner iwylion Oath

• Full Cut—will fit after washing,
• Sizes 32 to 40'
t

• Regular 112.1111
•
• All nylon trimmed with 4tido lace

2
14

SILK PRINTS
•

79c

Hand rolred edges
$1.00 value

•

198

g
a
A

.

IblallablikaltIOSJO200/OnafithOLOMIOODdliforau•ABONOIAJ

.

14101011.1kiesto

Inot...mricimisimPowitirreviivitwierv• rt•smioriverver.....g
SCARVES
fAt
PILOW CASE
g
PAIR 64 GIP "box
VANITY SETS
•

M. and Ni'.

• Lace Trim

59c

• Medalitons
idelkikleleaftlelellikei beta

iliTiligS*C'
AR DS

utlfel and Appropriate

• GSinOral - Religious - Juvenile

-

al5 'aha

12-14-31 Cards is a box

Florlft2
A LOVELY

GIFT ITEM

to a box ..

211-50 Cards

roammemotommemmemosoimodalimmlarat
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GLAMOUROUS

Knit to fit in sheer duo
?Meeks/ Fall bases by one
of America's best known
mitts
*eery me cool
mention name to you

11110111140Perta II lemoreestiMMPrommiltemOMMiromertrwmm

eem

AL

LADIES' 3 PIECE

• 60 Gauge
• IS DeAler
• BJck seams
• Size. ti toll

1

.,
:
• 60 Gauge.
• 15 Denier
• Fancy Heels
• Sizes 8,, to 11

J

Dr ESSER
t UT

MATCHED SET

Comb -

$1 559

Plus Fed.
Tax

V
V

Brush and Mirror

198c.!169

/
1
4)tner
uggsg• to
Piease You

assliateieddidigagebilidalltallialaaaallsliaO•ONSMOMOOMO•Nabill

•

C

ongssioressvagetesongstoroosoavonec

BOYS' HEADWEAR

FRUIT

•

OF THE

LOOM

SNORTS

TROOPER CAPS with ,outon ear laps
and quilted rayon lining. Foreign Legion style. ti)
Si,.., t!it to 7. liefleien, Blue and Green $1.88
Value.
SKI SHADE

29c
590t
98c

**11411PC1Mti

eat!

beillabbatle

•A

good broadcloth
• Riney or solid colors
• Boxed or gripper style

CAP with wool ear laps

quilted rayon lining. Sires 6 to 7.
/
COWPOKE HAT lull1 tato a real cowboys.
$
Siyes 5", to tr..

ATHkE

i 79

..boxabordbartrosaidadradx•adtatadtiabsetatadtstatamax•••••••asi
'1011141101111111%ttolPIPIPIIIIIPPIPHOOPIA

Murray Hospital

Monday's complete report f
Iowa
Census
32
Adult Bed.
ea.
Patient, Admitted
2
Patients Dism.ssed
4
New Citizen!
0
Patients admitted from Frid
4:00 pm to Monday 4•00p.m.
Mrs Herbert Lean Forrest, RL
1, Big Sandy, Tenn: Mr. Carl
KA Sycamore. Murray:
WW
Mrs. Ira Barnett Rt. I. Murray:
Mr Herbert Farris, 1311 Olive
Blvd.. Murray; Mr. W. 0 William,
Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs Howard Darnell and baby boy Hardin: M Charles Copeland and baby g•:'
Rt 1. Benton; Nester Jackie Da V
Naraworthy. Rt. I. Murray:
Mrs Cherie., Cottello and baby
tidy. Rt. I. Harcifiel Ws. ClaudReid and baby. girl. College S*. lion. Murray; Master
Dia can, cioa ptivp. Rentrwi:
Usrey anh baby boy. 100 No 12i1
St, —Murray.. W..- ,c-hewier
ahall, and babe, girl, It I. Has'.'.
Mire Rebert: Randelph and baby
hoof 106 No 14th St.. Murray:
4 Mrs Joe V.r DatiCri and "fliahy
girl. Murray; Mrs Dave T. Warren, Rt I. Murray; Mrs. Eddie
Allbritten, 3rd St., Merray.•
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SAUER KRAUT

r. riedule for automobile in.-or...ice
sal filed with the. state Denertment of Insurasee today which
late jasoranee Coromia•ioner S.
if (1,r-rho) eetirniated would save
Kentifeklimn 11.563(100 a year
The revised rate schedule. rote"ring comorehenaive
fire, theft
collision automobile
%vas filed by the National
Autorruabile Underwriters' .1seogliiion New York.
The largest rate reduction antilled in Louisville, where Goebel
Said p•asenger comprehensive rates
would be cut 10 per cent He added
that the firm's "favorable experience" in the Louisville area
warranted the reduction
The . comprehensive rate
and
premium levels for other areas of
ihe state will not be changed.
However, private passenger 650
deductible collision rates will be
reduced by 3 1-2 per cent for 1`
state as a whole, with revis,
.n various sections ringing
Si per cent increase to a la
Pet cent decraa.e

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A•

A

$3.98

FELT HOUSE SHOES

New Auto Rates
Are Announced
_—
FRANKFORT Of —A new

Powdered and Light or Dark

lit

to

NYLON HOSE

We

Delicious Apples

ii
II

1?, 1

1100

Northern Grown - Cobbler,— 100-Lb. Bag $2.29

U.S. No. I — Red

111
111

SWEATERS
• Orlon
• Nylon
• Wool
• Cotton
• Slipovgr
• Turtle Neck
• Card,garis
• All Color? „Intl elm

Feels Better New
-When I first started work at

U.S. Govt. Graded Choke.

I
er

0.13
A,t,
c. (It cynt

re.romoropitysimmt.

HANDBAGS
98e to $1.69
Plus Tax

• hag land
2144ve with
Piping-4
Snap
Closing
Site
4 to
• Mu,
• Brown
IF
• Green
111
y • Wins

VILLF 0 tDS
Newest fashions rei Plastic
wallets.

59c to98

—1

•

NYLON HOSE

A

For Men — Are Sure
To please and fit
• No wet to worry
about • One size fits
all.
only

3

pr. $2.22
FREE

4

MATCHING
CAP

I.49

•••0111•1•010111•••••••ll wow

Lovely for talrls'Very Dainty
.
•••••••InOn

tolOPIPIPPII

LADIES
'
. HANKIES
Es,. catching

prints en

soft lawn cotton, Swiss
type scalloped edges.

se-

79, pr.

Gift Box

'4"

A
A
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49,

111000•01161~41111.1101100talwitsdats&ftstadomablaaadodt.s
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HELANCA

•,

APRONS

JACKETS

• Chic boxy Shapes
• Smart Pouch style

.

spy.' Mgr

*."r"
9c

All Wool

I

Men's a et

2

Plus Tax
FINE ALL LEATHER
WALLETS
For Him and Hier

11 1,

BOXED HANKIES

•,kos"
leannallesnalallegalletaingidleallbellalledelleieawoa

waxy
triermeexiz
#049

k WIN'S
•
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